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ABSTRACT
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The adoption of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(UNDRIP) has catalyzed Indigenous rights conversations in Canada around Free, Prior and
Informed Consent (FPIC). The Yukon territory, where a majority of First Nations have selfgovernment and settled land claims, provides a unique case for assessing how FPIC is being
defined and exercised in light of possible mine developments. Findings from semi-structured
interviews and document review revealed limited explicit engagement with FPIC by key Yukon
governance institutions. This thesis serves to identify and make sense of this situation in an
exploratory way, offering three factors: time, treaty implementation priorities, and awaited
federal action, to explain the apparent lack of institutional engagement with FPIC.
Despite instances of consent-like rights held by First Nations in the Yukon, there remains
a lack of clear articulation from a majority of these First Nations about expectations for the
meaningful expression of consent. Through a case study with the Little Salmon Carmacks First
Nation (LSCFN), this research revealed that although LSCFN’s expectations of FPIC are not
fully formed as of yet, they include: early and ongoing engagement, full and accessible
information, internal engagement and governance processes, the mitigation of resource barriers,
enforceable commitments, contextually relevant and mutually agreed upon processes,
appropriate representation, agreed upon definitions, and the mitigation of power imbalances.
Given the reticence of the State to acknowledge and implement FPIC this thesis also evaluates
the treatment of FPIC by the Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance (IRMA) standard, and
largely confirms the comprehensiveness of that novel governance process relative to LSCFN’s
emerging expectations around FPIC.
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FPIC, consent, Indigenous rights, Yukon First Nations, resource development, mining
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Practical Context
Indigenous community consent is a pressing topic in the Canadian context, especially in the
extractive resource sector. Presently, resource development and dialogue regarding reconciliation
both proliferate in Canada presently. Best practices regarding Indigenous community
consultation and consent are most clearly manifest in the principle of Free Prior and Informed
Consent (FPIC), as expressed in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP) (see articles 10, 11.2, 19, 28, 29.2, 32.2). UNDRIP recognizes the right of
Indigenous Peoples to FPIC in decision making regarding anything from policy to development
that might impact Indigenous lives, livelihoods, territories, or rights. UNDRIP represents the
strongest international articulation of Indigenous rights at present. When discussing UNDRIP in
the Canadian context, it is notable that Canada, along with the United States, Australia, and New
Zealand, maintained objector status to the declaration, and associated right to FPIC, for many
years. It was not until 2016 that Canada revoked its objector status to UNDRIP and became a full
supporter “without qualification” (Bennett, 2016). Despite international support for UNDRIP,
and by extension FPIC, there remains considerable controversy regarding the meaning and
implications of this particular right. According to the UN (2005, p. 12), FPIC means consent that
has been issued through a process where:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

people are ‘not coerced, pressured or intimidated in their choices of development’;
‘their consent is sought and freely given prior to authorization of development
activities’;
they ‘have full information about the scope and impacts of the proposed development
activities on their lands, resources and well- being’; and
‘their choice to give or withhold consent over developments affecting them is
respected and upheld’

For consent to be given freely, the possibility to choose to withhold that consent in a meaningful
way must exist (Gibson & Bradshaw, 2017).
The current Canadian federal government’s resource development agenda and promise to
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implement UNDRIP makes the growing calls of many Indigenous communities for the right of
consent for resource developments proposed within their traditional territories especially
compelling (Papillon & Rodon, 2016). These demands are consistent with the 2007 UNDRIP
document, the 2015 Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Action (TRC, 2015),
and the federal government's stated desire to reconcile its relationships with Indigenous peoples
(Trudeau, 2015). Nevertheless, current Canadian legal requirements as per recent Supreme Court
of Canada jurisprudence (e.g. Haida Nation v. BC, 2004, SCC 73; Taku River Tlingit First
Nation v. British Columbia, 2004, SCC 74), necessitate Indigenous consultation and
accommodation, but not consent. It is only with the recent Tsilhqot’in Nation v. British Columbia
(2014, SCC 44) case that the Supreme Court has affirmed some limited instances of the right to
consent have been affirmed by the Supreme Court. This case marked the first recognition of
Aboriginal title outside of reserve lands by a Canadian court (Land, 2016) and stated that: “The
right to control land conferred by Aboriginal title means that governments and others seeking to
use the land must obtain the consent of Aboriginal title holders” (Tsilhqot’in, 2014, para 3).
Thus, the Tsilhqot’in Supreme Court Case has gone further than any previous court decision in
terms of exploring consent and has embedded the concept of consent into modern Canadian law
regarding Aboriginal rights and title (Land, 2016). International non-state actors have
acknowledged and operationalized FPIC even before the creation of UNDRIP. The International
Labour Organization introduced the first FPIC requirements for relocation and development in
1989 through the “Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent
Countries”, also known as Convention 169. Following UNDRIP, in 2012 the International
Finance Corporation (IFC) released “Performance Standard #7” requiring FPIC in certain
circumstances, and in 2013 the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) released the
“Indigenous Peoples and Mining Position Statement” which encouraged FPIC processes.
Nationally, non-state actors in the mineral industry such as the Mining Association of Canada
(MAC) and the Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada (PDAC) have also issued
protocols regarding meaningful engagement with Indigenous peoples, though they do not include
a requirement for consent.
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1.2 Scholarly Context
The adoption of the UNDRIP by many countries, albeit delayed a decade by Canada, has been
seen by many scholars as a victory for Indigenous peoples and their right to self-determination
(e.g. Anaya, 2009b; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013). Though the concept has noble ambitions, in its
current form, this instrument and associated processes face fundamental challenges that may
limit the realization of its emancipatory potential (Fontana & Grugel, 2016). These challenges,
highlighted by various scholars, largely stem from the inherent practical challenges of
operationalizing a principle, like FPIC, that is not yet well understood in practical governance
mechanisms. Scholarly criticisms of FPIC are vital in grounding praise for and improving
implementation of documents like the UNDRIP (Ward, 2011). Common scholarly criticisms of
FPIC, and community engagement processes generally, include the lack of binding policy
requiring consent (Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Ward, 2011); questions of community
representation and authority to consent (Dokis, 2015; Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Papillon &
Rodon, 2015); concern regarding the ambiguity of key concepts (Hannah & Vanclay, 2013;
Mahanty & McDermott, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2016; Parfitt, 2004; Ward, 2011); and issues
with inaccessible and culturally inappropriate consultative processes (Baker & McLelland, 2003;
Dokis, 2015; Ward, 2011). Finally, many scholars have cautioned about the potential for
consultation, even in the pursuit of consent, to reinforce, or reproduce, asymmetrical power
relations (Cooke & Kothari, 2001; Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Perreault, 2015).
Despite the persistent challenges for implementation, some novel governance mechanisms,
including certification, have endeavoured to include requirements for FPIC in their standards.
Exemplifying certification, the Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance (IRMA) has
emerged among a recent influx of voluntary global certification systems for resource
management. The architects of IRMA have included the issuance of Free, Prior and Informed
Consent (FPIC) by Indigenous communities proximate to a proposed mine as a condition of
obtaining certification. Like other certification systems that seek to push private actors to
improve their performance beyond regulatory standards (Auld, Gulbrandsen, & McDermott,
2008; Cashore, 2002), IRMA reflects the view that there is considerable opportunity for the
mining industry to contribute to improved governance by ameliorating its relations with
Indigenous peoples (McGregor, 2011; O’Faircheallaigh, 2013).
3

There is hope among practitioners that an acknowledgement, and ultimately implementation, of
FPIC will bring greater certainty to industry, and improve relationships between state, industry,
and Indigenous nations (Boreal Leadership Council, 2012; 2015; Gibson & Bradshaw, 2017).
There is hope among those who might issue consent that government commitments to FPIC
signal a larger paradigm shift towards respect for Indigenous peoples, and that FPIC will serve to
protect Indigenous rights and galvanize self-determination in a meaningful way (Land, 2016;
Obed, 2016). In order for these objectives to be realized, there is significant work to be done to
clarify understandings of FPIC.

1.3 Research Gap & Justification for this Project
Understandings of FPIC are still evolving. In order to be both effective and meaningful, these
understandings must incorporate the expectations of the very peoples who might issue consent.
These expectations most likely vary depending on governance and cultural context of a given
community. To date, FPIC literature offers few case studies detailing an Indigenous
government’s expectations around their issuance of consent. Importantly, this results in limited
scholarly recognition of the diversity of Indigenous communities and thus the importance of
context for FPIC interpretation and implementation. There is also limited conversation in
scholarship regarding the relationships and interactions between FPIC and modern treaties,
including land claims, and self-government. Modern treaties are common in the territorial North,
and how FPIC is reflected, or might be implemented, in these governance contexts requires
further study.
The Yukon is a region of unique and visionary Indigenous governance born from grassroots
negotiation and tailored to local context. The Yukon is home to half of the self-governing
Indigenous Nations within the bounds of Canada, and much of the territory is covered by modern
land claims. In 1993 the Council for Yukon Indians (now Council of Yukon First Nations), the
Government of Canada, and the Government of Yukon signed the Umbrella Final Agreement
(UFA). The UFA established a framework for individual Yukon First Nations to use to settle
their own unique Final Agreements. Final Agreements are modern treaties that are protected by
section 35 of the Constitution of Canada. In signing Final Agreements, Nations negotiated new
4

rights to select parcels of lands called “Settlement Lands” in exchange for Aboriginal rights and
title to the remainder of their traditional territory (see Figure 1). There are two main types of
settlement lands whose classification has implications for resource development. Category A
lands denote that the First Nation has surface and subsurface rights, while Category B lands
denote only surface rights. In addition to Final Agreements, many Yukon First Nations have
signed separate Self-Government Agreements. Self-Government Agreements are born from
Chapter 24 of the UFA, which lays out the rights and responsibilities of an individual First
Nations government. According to the UFA, a self-governing First Nation has the right to make
legislation in certain areas including language, culture, education and social welfare (UFA, 1993,
24.1) and can continue to negotiate the devolution of programs and services in a number of
different jurisdictions (UFA, 1993, 24.3). Self-government agreements are not protected under
Section 35 of the Canadian Constitution. As a self-governing nation, that nation is no longer part
of the band council systems and is recognized as a government with its own legislation. To date,
eleven of the fourteen Yukon First Nations have signed Self-Government and Final Agreements.

5

Figure 1-Map of Yukon First Nations Traditional Territories and Settlement Lands

The Yukon provides an interesting focus for research regarding First Nations consultation and
consent as the territory is the site of proposed major mineral development (e.g. Casino Mining
Corporation’s proposed Casino mine) and is home to settled First Nations’ Land Claims and
Self-Government Agreements. The Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation (LSCFN) is a suitable
case study for this topic as this community is the site of past, present, and potential mine
development. In addition, as a self-governing First Nation with experience engaging in litigation
regarding consultation and accommodation (Beckman v. Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation,
2010 SCC 53) the LSCFN context provides fertile ground for refining the exercise of consent
rights to mineral development projects.
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1.4 Research Aim and Objectives
The overarching aim of this research is to examine the exercise of Free Prior and Informed
Consent in the Yukon. This aim is pursued through five objectives:
•

the development of a preliminary framework, using existing scholarship and grey
literature, for evaluating the treatment of consent within contemporary governance
systems;

•

the identification of existing norms and standards regarding Indigenous community
consent in a selection of contemporary Yukon governance mechanisms;

•

the identification, and if need be solicitation of, LSCFN expectations of a process for the
meaningful issuance of consent at both a government and citizen level;

•

the evaluation of a novel governance mechanisms (IRMA) using a revised Evaluative
Framework that incorporates both scholarly considerations and LSCFN expectations;
and finally

•

the mobilization of knowledge in a way that is of value to the research partner in
addition to academic contributions.

1.5 Thesis Structure
This thesis follows in manuscript format and responds to the preceding research aim and
objectives through two individual manuscripts, presented herein as chapter three and four. Before
these manuscripts, chapter two offers a discussion on decolonizing research methodology and a
description of the methods employed for this project. Chapter three (Manuscript A) explores the
treatment of consent in key Yukon institutions and legislation relevant to both Indigenous rights
and mineral development. This manuscript has been published in the journal The Northern
Review (47, 2018). Chapter four (Manuscript B) identifies LSCFN’s emergent expectations for
the meaningful issuance of FPIC, which are subsequently used to revise a preliminary evaluative
framework and evaluate the degree to which the Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance
(IRMA) certification might meet the expectations manifest in the revised evaluative framework.
Chapter five summarizes research findings, describes the limitations, contributions, and future
applications of this research, and finally suggests future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2: Methodology
This chapter offers a discussion of decolonizing research methodology, which provided an
overall framework for this research. This chapter also offers high level explanation of the
research methods chosen supported by scholarship, thereby reinforcing the more micro level
documentation of research methods found in chapters three and four.

2.1 Decolonizing Research Methodology
Research has a long and troubled history with Indigenous communities in many parts of the
world, including the land that is now called Canada. In many settings, I have heard Indigenous
peoples from various Nations across the country muse that “We are the most studied people in
the world”. This “we” generally refers to the broader Indigenous identity, rather than one’s
specific community. This sentiment, echoed by Tuhiwai Smith (2012), points to the ubiquity of
relationships and experiences between researchers (academic and otherwise) and Indigenous
communities since European contact.
In her formative text “Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples”, Linda
Tuhiwai Smith (2012, pp.1) says,
“Research is probably one of the dirtiest words in the Indigenous world’s
vocabulary. When mentioned in many Indigenous contexts, it stirs up silence, it
conjures up bad memories, it raises a smile that is knowing and distrustful,”
Research processes and relationships with Indigenous communities have been problematic, and a
site of ongoing colonialism for several reasons. Power imbalances imbued in relationships
between colonial institutions, including Universities, and Indigenous communities (Tuhiwai
Smith, 1999) have allowed abuse throughout the research process, and misuse of produced
knowledge (Battiste & Youngblood, 2000). Decolonizing research methodology has arisen in
response to generations of “parachute” researchers (Brant-Castellano, 2004) who have arrived
uninvited, imposed their agenda, disturbed community dynamics, extracted what they needed,
and not shared the benefits with the community involved (Battiste & Youngblood, 2000; Leblanc
et al, 2011; Simonds & Christopher, 2013). Much like with natural resource extraction,
communities bear the lion’s share of the impacts and experience few of the benefits stemming
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from a given project (Battiste & Youngblood, 2000). Since so much of the research process is
embedded in coloniality, Tsimshian anthropologist Charles Menzies (2001) declares that for
research for, and with, Indigenous communities to be meaningful, the researcher must
intentionally commit to decolonizing their research approach and methods. Decolonizing
research methodology offers hope for a new paradigm.
Cognizant of the troubled colonial relationship between researcher and community, I
endeavoured to employ decolonizing research methodology, to the extent I could understand it as
a non-Indigenous researcher, when designing and executing this research project. Here I use the
term “decolonizing research methodology” to describe research practices meant to address
coloniality in research processes. At its most basic, addressing coloniality in research means,
identifying and mitigating power imbalances (Castelden, Sloan Morgan & Lamb, 2012; Caxaj et
al., 2012; Menzies, 2015; Tuhiwai Smith, 1999) and positioning research in historical, political,
and cultural contexts (Tuhiwai Smith, 1999). Practical ways of addressing power imbalances
include: having a research question and methods that come from the community to ensure their
relevance (Menzies, 2001; Menzies, 2015; Tuhiwai Smith, 1999; Wilson, 2008); keeping
relationships at the core of the research process (Castelden et al., 2012; Tuhiwai Smith, 1999;
Wilson, 2008); holding cultural protocols as integral to research processes (Tuhiwai Smith, 1999;
Wilson, 2008); sharing research findings back to the community in an accessible and useful
format (Tuhiwai Smith, 1999); and generally conducting research with and by Indigenous
communities rather than on them (Menzies, 2001; Menzies, 2015; Tuhiwai Smith, 1999; Wilson,
2008). These principles are meant to be applied throughout the research process from project
design to knowledge mobilization (Castelden, et al., 2012; Lyons, 2011; Tuhiwai Smith, 1999).
All of these tenants are consistent with Kirkness and Barnhardt’s (1991) often cited four R’s of
Community Based Participatory Research: Respect, Relevance, Reciprocity, and Responsibility.
“Decolonizing research methodology” is one term among many to describe efforts undertaken to
resist inserting colonial attitudes and practices into a research process. This term, though used by
many scholars both Indigenous and non-Indigenous, has been criticized as attempting to simply
“insert an Indigenous perspective into one of the major paradigms”, and as being insufficient
with regard to removing underlying epistemology and ontology (Wilson, 2008).
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Many challenges exist to decolonizing a research project, especially at a master’s level. First and
foremost, building relationships and understanding local context take significant time, presence
in the community, and patience. The ability to spend one’s first year literally and figuratively
“drinking tea” (Castelden, Sloan Morgan, & Lamb, 2012) is limited by the academic calendar,
funding, and the short two-year timeline of a master’s program. Furthermore, the academic and
community calendars conflict as summer for many communities, including LSCFN, is a busy
time when many community members wish to be on the land rather than stuck inside
participating in a typical research project. Even if a researcher is able to engage in a convenient
season, they must also be prepared for delays due to unexpected events in the community.
Recognizing one’s positionality as a researcher is integral to the process of decolonizing
research. There has long been a dangerous myth that the researcher is an objective and unbiased
collector of information (Tuhiwai Smith, 2012; Wilson, 2008). Shawn Wilson (2008) suggests
that to work from an Indigenous Research Paradigm, a researcher must recognize that research is
subjective and identify how one’s lived experiences and position relate to, and impact, the
research. In the words of Eber Hampton (1995, pp.52), Indigenous scholar, Professor Emeritus at
the University of Regina:

Emotionless, passionless, abstract, intellectual research is a goddam lie, it
does not exist. It is a lie to ourselves and a lie to other people. Humans-feeling,
living, breathing, thinking humans-do research. When we try to cut ourselves
off at the neck and pretend an objectivity that does not exist in the human
world, we become dangerous, to ourselves first, and then to the people around
us.
In an effort to not “cut myself off at the neck”, throughout this research I strived to remain aware
of my positionality as a white, settler, academic woman from Southern Canada, and the ways in
which this identity and life experience impacted my research approach and the data that I
collected (see further reflection in sections 4.4.4).
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2.1.1 Research Relationship
This project and the content of Chapter Four are the result of my relationship as a researcher with
LSCFN and stand on the foundation and reputation built by other researchers before me. The
shape and implementation of this project was formed through consultation with, and consent
from, LSCFN leadership. In many ways, my engagement with the community as a researcher
mirrors that of any outsider. Recognizing this irony, I detail below how the consent process for
this research project played out. The intent with describing this research relationship is to
demonstrate some opportunities with, and challenges to, engaging respectfully and working
towards decolonizing a research project.
I, the researcher, am a settler raised on Anishinaabeg and Haudenosaunee territory known as the
Haldimand Tract in the Grand River watershed of southern Ontario. My relationship with the
LSCFN community began in the spring of 2016 when I worked as a research assistant on a
project led by PhD candidate Jen Jones. The research project, titled “Mining and Community
Wellness”, sought to achieve useful deliverables for LSCFN as well as data for Jen’s PhD thesis.
For the Mining and Community Wellness project, LSCFN was a research partner rather than
research subject.
It was my intention for this thesis project to ensure the meaningful participation of the LSCFN
community at all stages of project development and implementation. As explained below, this
thorough input and co-development was sometimes limited by the available time and energy of
busy LSCFN personnel. The first phase of project creation was to gauge community interest. My
thesis project began in the mid-summer of 2016 with an invitation from LSCFN leadership to
consider LSCFN for future research partnerships. This conversation opened the door and
confirmed interest in a future project, so long as it would be mutually beneficial. The topic of
consultation and consent was deemed appropriate because of mineral resource development in
the area and LSCFN’s experience with the topic through a 2010 Supreme Court case (Beckman
v. LSCFN). The second stage, project development, began in March 2017 when I met with then
Executive Director Ed Schultz about the as-yet unformed project. A main tenant of decolonizing
research methodology is that community research partners co-design the research (Wilson,
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2008). LSCFN leadership was extremely busy at the time and requested that, rather than cocreating a research project, I put together a proposal for Chief and Council to review (see
Appendix E). At first, I thought this decision was counter to the intent of decolonizing research
methodology. Upon further reflection, I understood that it was important that this project not
become extra work for an already overburdened government. At its core, decolonizing research
methodology is about redistributing power, including decision-making power, in research
relationships (Tuhiwai Smith, 2012). A research proposal for review was what LSCFN
leadership requested. It was their decision to make, and mine as a researcher to respect. This
research proposal was submitted to Chief and Council in early May 2017. At the end of the
month the project was approved at a Chief and Council meeting on the condition that it be well
coordinated with two existing projects in the community. These projects were the Mining and
Community Wellness Project led by PhD candidate Jen Jones, and the Community Readiness
Initiative led by Cottongrass Consulting Group.
This research secured ethics approval from both the University of Guelph’s Research Ethics
Board and from LSCFN Chief and Council, and a Scientists and Explorers License from the
Yukon Government (see Appendix A). Following project approval by LSCFN, specifics of the
research relationship were confirmed through a research Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
which was negotiated with the LSCFN Chief and Council (see Appendix B). As with the creation
of the research proposal, Chief and Council asked that I be the one to draft the research MOU for
their review and approval. This document served to confirm each of our roles and responsibilities
to each other. The MOU was signed by the Executive Director of LSCFN, my advisor Dr. Ben
Bradshaw, and myself as the researcher. Throughout the life of this project LSCFN Chief and
Council and the Executive Director held me accountable for project implementation, and the
Executive Director served as a point person for communication. I gave updates on project
progress and received guidance either directly from the Executive Director, or at Chief and
Council meetings (see Appendix E).
Recognizing one’s positionality relative to a research topic has long been advocated in postpositivistic methodology (Alcoff, 1994; Tuhiwai Smith, 2012). Researcher positionality is
ignored in positivist research in an effort to promote the impression of perfectly objective
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researchers who produce unbiased information (Di Leonardo, 1991). More recently, advocates of
decolonizing research methodology have expanded on what it means to identify one’s
positionality as a researcher. This step is seen as integral to the effort of decolonizing research
relationships, especially between settler researchers and Indigenous research partners (Wilson,
2008). I am a graduate student, a southerner, a settler, a woman, and a stranger to many in the
LSCFN community. Throughout the lifecycle of this project, I endeavoured to remain cognizant
and critical of how my identity, and positionality, impacted my approach to this research as well
as the data that were collected.
Some authors suggest that rather than existing as a binary, insider/outsider status exists on a
spectrum (Griffith, 1998). My identity, though obviously on the outsider end, was somewhat
fluid depending on my relationship with the individual. Generally, I was seen as a Southern
academic outsider. However, if the conversation centered on someone even newer to the
community than myself, or was with a youth discussing popular culture, or a woman discussing
women’s experiences, the dynamic of insider/outsider shifted slightly. This is not to suggest that
I was ever considered an “insider” but is meant to demonstrate the fluidity with which identity is
perceived.

2.2 Data Collection Methods
In pursuit of the stated research objectives, data for this project was collected using four different
qualitative methods: semi-structured interviews; focus groups; document analysis; and
participant observation. Because the research involves complex social, cultural, and political
elements, an evaluative approach has been employed (Walliman, 2005).
2.2.1 Semi-Structured Interviews
Semi-structured interviews are among the most common methods used by qualitative researchers
(Kitchin & Tate, 2000). Semi-structured interviews are conversational in style and allow for
open, descriptive responses rather than ‘yes/no’ type answers. When conducting semi-structured
interviews, the researcher may arrive with some themes or predetermined questions but remains
flexible to be guided by the participant. This more informal style allows the participant to warm
up as the interview unfolds (Longhurst, 2010). For this project, semi-structured interviews have
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been intentionally chosen due to the political sensitivity and complexity of the topic (Longhurst,
2010). Additionally, as the semi-structured interviews were conducted in the earlier stages of
fieldwork, leaving the conversation open invited new ideas and perspectives to guide later stages
of data collection. In the case of this project, preliminary interviews helped to guide and direct
the content of focus groups.
Two different sets of semi-structured interviews were conducted with key informants
corresponding with different research objectives. One set with representatives of key Yukon
institutions, and the other with LSCFN representatives. Key informant interviews allow for
efficient gathering of data from those who have specialized knowledge of a topic and thus can
speak directly to the research questions (Trembley, 2009). Key informants were identified using
purposive stakeholder sampling (Palys, 2008) based on their position within selected institutions.
Snowball sampling was used to identify other relevant representatives within each institution
(Morgan, 2008).
Objective three was to identify Little Salmon Carmacks First Nations conceptions and
expectations of consent and associated processes at both a government and citizen level. Semistructured interviews were used only with LSCFN government employees. Similar to objective
two, LSCFN government representatives were identified by their occupation using purposive
stakeholder sampling followed by snowball sampling. In total eight interviews were conducted in
pursuit of objective three. Representatives included members of Chief and Council, past leaders,
and employees of relevant departments.
All interviews, save for five additional informational interviews, were audio recorded and
transcribed. Transcripts were de-identified and assigned a number corresponding to participant
information located in another file.
2.2.2 Focus Groups
A focus group is a gathering of around 10 people meeting certain criteria who gather to discuss a
topic predetermined by the researcher (Longhurst, 2010). Focus groups rely on interactions
amongst group members rather than solely interactions between participants and the researcher
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(Cameron, 2005). Focus groups allow for more informal conversations that are largely guided by
participants other than occasional focus or probes offered by the researcher. Valentine (2005)
explains that the purpose of a focus group is to “understand how individual people experience
and make sense of their own lives”, rather than be perfectly representative.
For the purposes of this research focus groups were chosen as they reflect, in some ways, the
format of other community meetings. Participants can correct each other, disagree, and build on
each other’s experiences to provide rich data. This is valuable as participants have differing
experiences and understandings of local governance. Focus groups were also elected as the most
appropriate way to gather data with community members as they are more culturally accepted
than one on one interviews, as well as an efficient way to involve many voices.

2.2.3 Participant Observation
Participant observation was employed to fulfill several objectives of this research. Participant
observation is the act of immersing oneself in a setting, or community in order to observe,
identify, and endeavor to understand the participants who are part of that community (Laurier,
2010). These observations of physical setting and human behavior helped to improve
understandings of the context in which participants live, or work (McKechnie, 2008). For the
purpose of this research, participant observation included attending public meetings and
community events, having informal meetings and casual conversation, as well as generally
spending time getting to know both the LSCFN and Whitehorse community.
2.2.4 Document Analysis
Document analysis was used in this research to inform understanding of context and to review
and analyze relevant legislation and governance documents. These documents were analyzed
using a content analysis (Prior, 2008) through a key word search. This was complemented by a
more complex qualitative content analysis (Julien, 2008).
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2.3 Data Analysis Methods
A hybrid approach to coding was used to analyze interview and focus group data (Feredey &
Muir-Cochrane, 2006). A hybrid approach incorporates both codes from theory (deductive) as
well as from data (inductive). This method was appropriate given my use of an evaluative
framework formed from scholarship and grey literature, while also identifying new codes
grounded in the data to revise that preliminary framework.

2.4 Research Ethics
This project received ethics approval from the University of Guelph’s Research Ethics Board, a
Scientists and Explorers License from the Yukon Government, and approval from the LSCFN
Chief and Council in the form of a research MOU (see Appendix B). Specifics regarding ethics
procedures can be found in the following manuscripts.
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CHAPTER 3:
Free, Prior and Informed Consent in the Yukon: established
practice or untraveled path?
Abstract
The adoption of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP)
has catalyzed Indigenous rights conversations in Canada around Free, Prior and Informed
Consent (FPIC). Discussions and debates on FPIC are ubiquitous in scholarly, legal, and political
communities, at international and Canadian scales, as all players continue to grapple with
understandings of the right to FPIC. The Yukon territory, where mineral extraction has a long
history and a majority of First Nations have self-government and settled land claims, offers a
case for assessing how FPIC is being defined and exercised in light of possible mine
developments. Semi-structured interviews with key informants representing core Yukon
institutions governing mineral development, and a review of treaty and legislative documents,
both completed in 2017, reveal limited explicit engagement with the FPIC concept by core
institutions. This thesis serves to identify and make sense of this situation in an exploratory way,
offering three factors to explain the apparent lack of engagement with FPIC by these key
institutions: 1) that modern treaties and associated established governance systems are well
respected; 2) that some key institutions are awaiting federal action; and 3) that explicit
engagement with FPIC may eventually surface in the territory, but has been delayed by
established governance systems and treaty implementation priorities. This dynamically evolving,
and yet ambiguous situation presents an opportunity for better dialogue with specific Indigenous
communities and governments regarding their unique expectations and understandings of their
right to exercise FPIC.

3.1 Introduction
Let's be honest...you're not going to get a mining project going forward in the Yukon
unless you have the support of First Nations on whose traditional territory you are
moving forward. There hasn't been a mine to my knowledge in the past decade
without those First Nations essentially giving that consent. So, I certainly follow
that [Indigenous right to consent] coming from the UN and that commitment from
Canada. But I actually think that for resource extraction, particularly in Canada's
North, that [consent] is already happening. - Paul West-Sells, President & CEO of
Casino Mining Corporation, November 21, 2017
Casino Mining Corporation has proposed to develop what would be the largest mine in the
history of the Yukon: The Casino copper-gold mine. In reflecting on Indigenous peoples’ right to
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issue their consent to projects within their traditional territories, Casino’s President and CEO,
Paul West-Sells, offers two suppositions: that mines in northern Canada cannot be built without
securing consent; and that this is routinely being achieved. For an increasing number of mining
firms operating in Canada, and seemingly Canada’s federal government, the former point is
increasingly intuitive; the latter is less so, and, indeed, is a key inspiration for this paper.
Starting with the former supposition, that mines cannot be built without securing consent, in
2016 the government of Canada became a supporter “without qualification” (Bennett, 2016) of
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), thereby
revoking what had, under a Conservative Government, been ardent objector status (Joffe, 2010).
The Liberal Party under Justin Trudeau campaigned on a promise to implement UNDRIP and,
once elected, provided mandate aim to cabinet ministers requiring as much (Trudeau, 2015). One
of the rights contained within the UN declaration, which Canada committed to support and
implement, is that of Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC):
States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned
through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free and informed
consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other
resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilization or exploitation of
mineral, water or other resources. (Article 32, UNDRIP, 2007)
Consistent with this articulation, FPIC denotes consent that has been freely given (or withheld)
without coercion, intimidation or manipulation, prior to, or sufficiently in advance of, the
issuance of development approvals or the commencement of development activities, and with
sufficient, accessible, and relevant information to enable an informed decision (UN, 2005).
UNDRIP has served to bring attention to FPIC, a concept that had previously been limited to
promotion by the International Labour Organization’s Convention 169, the “Convention
Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries” (ILO, 1989). FPIC has
also been promoted by the private sector through inclusion of the concept in an International
Finance Corporation (IFC) Performance Standard and its adoption by a number of global banks
(Torrence, 2017), as well as its incorporation into global certification systems such as the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) and the Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance (IRMA).
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Though UNDRIP is a global set of rights, James Anaya (2014), former UN Special Rapporteur
on the rights of Indigenous peoples, has called specifically for FPIC implementation in the
Canadian context. Litigation has also been a force used to advance understandings of consent in
the Canadian context, for example legal decisions such as Haida (2004) and Tsilhqot’in (2014).
Though neither case explicitly uses the language of free, prior, and informed consent, consent is
an evident expectation depending on the severity of impact and strength of Aboriginal or treaty
right (Joffe, 2015; Land, 2017). Notwithstanding the incomplete acceptance of the right of
consent in the legal community, popular discourse around FPIC has exploded in Canada
alongside the reassertion of rights to self-determination by Indigenous communities and public
resurgence of Indigenous cultures (Coates & Favel, 2016; Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Hannah &
Vanclay, 2013, Papillon & Rodon, 2017). The FPIC discourse is especially active in the resource
extraction and infrastructure sectors, where the idea of Indigenous consent is thought to represent
a key means of rebalancing relationships between development proponents and Indigenous
communities (Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Ward, 2011).
The Yukon territory, where mineral extraction has a long history and where a majority of First
Nations have settled land claims and self-government, offers a fascinating case for assessing how
the concept of FPIC is being defined and exercised. Interest in mineral development in the
Yukon has amplified of late given three major mine proposals (Coffee Creek, Eagle, and
Casino), and a major federal commitment to improve road access to mineral rich areas of the
territory (The Canadian Press, 2017). Concurrent with these major infrastructure commitments,
the territorial government has publicly committed to reconcile a previously adversarial
relationship with First Nations (Silver, 2016). In this context, this paper serves to identify how
Yukon’s contemporary governance systems address Indigenous consent, and how institutional
actors in Yukon are engaging with the wider discourse on FPIC. To what degree is Indigenous
consent as routine in the Yukon as is suggested by Casino Mining Corporation’s Paul West-Sells
(November 21, 2017)?
To achieve this aim, a document review was completed to identify the term ‘consent’ or
consent-like provisions within mining-relevant governance systems, such as the Umbrella Final
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Agreement (UFA) and associated Final Agreements and Self-Government Agreements, and key
legislation, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

from the Department of Energy Mines and Resources, the Quartz Mining Act, the Placer
Mining Act, and the Territorial Lands (Yukon) Act;
from the Department of Environment, the Environment Act, and the Wildlife Act;
the Waters Act;
from the Yukon Department of Tourism, the Historic Resources Act;
the federal Yukon Environmental and Socioeconomic Assessment Act (YESAA); and
the federal Yukon Surface Rights Board Act (YSRBA).

Additionally, ten semi-structured interviews were conducted in Summer 2017 with key
informants from the Yukon Government, the Water Board, the Yukon Environmental and
Socioeconomic Assessment Board (YESAB), the Council for Yukon First Nations (CYFN),
Yukon Conservation Society (YCS), and consultants in the field. The content of these interviews
was coded and assessed to identify and make sense of the state of FPIC in the Yukon.
Summarizing both empirical efforts, Indigenous consent is indeed manifest in some of the
institutions governing mine development in the Yukon, though consent rights vary across space;
counterintuitively, however, the key informants representing many of the Yukon’s core
institutions managing resource development were largely silent on the idea of FPIC and its role
in mine permitting in the territory. Though this key result offers only an exploratory portrait of
institutional engagement with FPIC in the Yukon, the finding nevertheless warrants attention.
This chapter proceeds in five further parts. In the next section, scholarship is reviewed to
highlight current understandings of and challenges associated with FPIC. This is followed by a
review of the Yukon’s governance landscape with an eye to seeing where consent manifests. In
section four, findings from the interviews are presented, which gives rise to a discussion in
section five. Finally, concluding remarks are offered alongside a call for further research. This
call is consistent with a larger research project of which this paper is a part, in partnership with
the Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation (LSCFN) regarding their expectations of consent for
major mine development within their traditional territory. The focus of this chapter is on
institutional perspectives, not LSCFN perspectives.
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3.2 Contemporary Understandings of FPIC
FPIC is a challenging concept, both in its understanding and its implementation. In light of this,
scholarship has emerged around the concept, including much that celebrates its potential. For
many reviewers, FPIC is a potent instrument for exercising community agency and selfdetermination (e.g. Anaya 2009b; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2016; SamboDorough, 2016; Ward, 2011). It is within this perspective that FPIC, as an element of UNDRIP,
has been characterized as a framework for reconciliation in the Canadian context (Boutilier,
2017; Land, 2016; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 2015). Other
scholars have drawn attention to FPIC’s many complexities that often manifest as challenges to
its realization (e.g. Fontana & Grugel, 2017; Newman, 2017; Papillon & Rodon, 2017). In the
remainder of this section, key challenges to FPIC implementation are reviewed as a precursor to,
and context for, an assessment of FPIC in the Yukon.
Notwithstanding its clarification in UNDRIP, the concept of consent is regarded by many as
ambiguous, even when it includes the qualifiers ‘free’, ‘prior’, and ‘informed’ (Buxton &
Wilson, 2013; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Lehr & Smith, 2010; Mahanty & McDermott, 2013;
Newman, 2017; Papillon & Rodon, 2016; Ward, 2011). With no agreed upon definition of FPIC,
some argue that the concept risks abuse (Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Mahanty & McDermott, 2013;
Newman, 2017; Owen & Kemp, 2014), and could result in the undeserved legitimization of
development projects such as a mine (Hannah & Vanclay, 2013). Ambiguity around the means
by which consent can be established may generate apprehension among those who seek it and
those who offer it. The desire for clarity is countered by the assertion that some fluidity and
flexibility is key to allowing for contextually appropriate expressions of FPIC. A more flexible,
or ambiguous, approach to achieving FPIC might allow the principle to be modified to fit local
context, rather than be applied as an international panacea (Anaya, 2012; Coates & Favel, 2016;
Mahanty & McDermott, 2013; Newman, 2017; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Ward, 2011).
Given that many scholars see the contextual relevance of FPIC processes as key to achieving
successful FPIC (e.g. Owen & Kemp, 2014; Papillon & Rodon, 2017), some suggest that a
“made-in-Canada” approach to FPIC is necessary (Coates & Favel, 2016; Newman, 2017;
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Papillon & Rodon, 2017). Scholarship focused on Environmental Assessment processes has long
drawn attention to similar concerns about context, especially in cross-cultural exchanges (e.g.
Baker & McLelland, 2003; Booth & Skelton, 2011; Dokis, 2015; Irlbacher-Fox, 2009). Common
concerns regarding cultural context include: the inaccessibility of technical language to many
community members; restrictive timelines that prevent full participation; and lack of respect for,
or inclusion of, local or traditional governance systems (Baker & McLelland, 2003; Booth &
Skelton, 2011; Dokis, 2015).
One evident challenge for eliciting and offering FPIC in a contextually appropriate way centers
on representation; who can represent an Indigenous community in FPIC deliberations? It is one
thing to determine which communities need to be engaged; it is another thing to determine who
within a community must be engaged, and who can legitimately issue consent (Boutilier, 2017;
Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Papillon & Rodon, 2016). This challenge has led some to call for the
integration of customary governance into FPIC negotiations (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Lehr &
Smith, 2010). Indeed UNDRIP (2007, Article 32) compels engagement of Indigenous peoples
through “their own representative institutions”. At the same time, other scholars have drawn
attention to the potential for customary governance institutions and practices to disenfranchise
certain populations within an Indigenous community (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Fontana &
Grugel, 2016; Lehr & Smith, 2010; MacIntyre, 2007; Mahanty & McDermott, 2013). Though
means exist to mitigate this disenfranchisement (see Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Fontana & Grugel,
2016) and, indeed, have been incorporated into standards (e.g. ILO, 2013; IRMA, 2017), this
issue adds to the complexity of ensuring appropriate representation in the issuing of FPIC.
Though the creation and adoption of UNDRIP, including the right to FPIC, is presented as a
significant step towards the recognition and protection of the rights of Indigenous peoples
(Anaya, 2009a; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013), concerns persist regarding the enforceability of the
principles contained within the declaration (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013;
Perreault, 2015; Ward, 2011). Scholars like Newman, (2017), Stavenhagen (2009), and
Wiessener (2011) recognize the UN declaration to be limited as a non-binding legal mechanism,
which, without legislative support at the nation-state level, may fail to represent real change
(Burger, 2009). Others are less inclined to advocate for legislative treatment of FPIC based on a
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view that legal enforceability may restrict meaningful implementation of FPIC (Buxton &
Wilson, 2013; Owen & Kemp, 2014). Consistent with this view, some scholars have drawn
attention to the supraregulatory means by which FPIC might be achieved in practice including
through the use of Impact and Benefit Agreements (IBAs) (e.g. BLC, 2015; Bradshaw &
McElroy, 2014), though others caution that the presence of a contractual agreement between an
Indigenous community and a developer cannot be assumed to constitute consent, let alone FPIC
(Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2016; 2017; St-Laurent & Le Billon, 2015).
Of course, the ultimate expression of power is the right to say ‘no’. While this right could be
assumed to exist with FPIC, scholars are divided as to whether or not the right to FPIC vests
would-be impacted Indigenous communities with a veto right over development (Axmann &
Gray, 2016; Boutilier, 2017; Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Joffe, 2015;
Morales, 2017; Newman, 2017; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Shrinkhal, 2014). Many players point
to the preoccupation that FPIC might be interpreted as a veto right as one explanation for
resistance and slow implementation of the right (Axmann & Gray, 2016; Boutilier, 2016; Joffe,
2010; Land, 2016; Obed, 2016; Papillon & Rodon, 2017). Many, including former UN Special
Rapporteur James Anaya (2009a), believe FPIC should not be interpreted as a veto right (Land,
2016; Saganash, 2016; Sambo Dorough, 2016), but rather a balancing of rights (Joffe, 2015).
The realization of a robust expression of consent, which does not assume absolute power (Anaya,
2012; Papillon & Rodon, 2017), is enormously complex (Land, 2016; Morales, 2017). Many
scholars and practitioners say that this realization can only happen through the creation of a true
partnership (Saganash, 2016) or a co-equal relationship (Papillon & Rodon, 2017) where all
parties are respected and commit to working together despite disagreements or fundamental
differences. Morales (2017) suggests that there is already some precedent for this kind of
decision making within various Indigenous legal traditions.
While scholars have drawn attention to the ways by which the FPIC concept can redress power
imbalances in the resource extraction sector (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Mahanty & McDermott,
2013; Owen & Kemp, 2014; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Szawblowski, 2010), others have
questioned the levelness of FPIC’s procedural playing field (Fontana & Grugel, 2016). Though
one motivation for realizing FPIC is the balancing of power relations among companies,
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communities, and governments, a true decentering of power involves acknowledging and
responding to subtler forms of power imbued in negotiations, such as dress, venue, and language,
that are incredibly difficult to neutralize (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Mahanty & McDermott,
2013). Scholars also point to present community resource barriers, in terms of energy, procedural
expertise, and technical knowledge, as potential limits to equal participation (Buxton & Wilson,
2013; Mahanty & McDermott, 2013 Papillon & Rodon, 2017). These challenges identified in the
literature highlight the complexity of FPIC, and the deeply divided debates regarding its
implementation. To what degree are these scholarly debates reflected on the ground in the
Yukon?

3.3 Yukon’s Governance Landscape: Where is First Nations’ Consent?
The Yukon is a region of unique and visionary governance born from grassroots negotiation and
tailored to local context. The Yukon has garnered a reputation for distinctive Indigenous
governance as it is home to half of the self-governing Indigenous Nations within the bounds of
Canada, and much of the territory is covered by modern land claims. In 1993 the Umbrella Final
Agreement (UFA) was signed, thereby establishing a framework for individual Yukon First
Nations to settle their own unique Final Agreements and associated Self-Government
Agreements. As a complement to these individual Agreements, Yukon’s First Nations coordinate
their collective interests and efforts through the Council of Yukon First Nations (CYFN). Today
the CYFN is reviewing its mandate, but generally works to co-ordinate efforts among member
First Nations with respect to engaging with the territorial and federal governments and, in the
context of resource development, facilitates communications between industry and First Nations’
governments.
A keyword search revealed that the term “consent” is indeed used in the aforementioned Yukon
legislation. However, few of the instances where “consent” was used were referring to the
consent of a First Nation. Most often, the consent described was that of a Minister,
Commissioner, landowner, or occupant. Though the selected legislative documents pertain to
mineral development, many sections that did require the consent of a First Nation refer to
activities not specific to mineral development; for example, the issuance of a Historic Resources
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Permit (Historic Resources Act, 28.3), or the sharing of traditional knowledge (YESAA, 121a),
both require a First Nation’s consent. The term Free Prior and Informed Consent, or FPIC, did
not appear anywhere in the selected legislation.

Figure 2: Yukon First Nations’ Settlement Lands and Mining Tenure

A key finding of this exercise is that the concept of “consent” is not foreign to Yukon legislation.
Indeed, this precise language is used often, though rarely referring to that of First Nations in the
context of mineral development. This finding suggests that there is some precedent for the
definition and implementation of the concept of consent in the territory. The YSRBA and the
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UFA have the most to offer in terms of explicit recognition of Yukon First Nations’ right to
consent, though neither document is regulatory in nature.
To date, eleven of the fourteen Yukon First Nations have signed Self-Government and Final
Agreements. In signing Final Agreements, Nations negotiated new rights to identified
“Settlement Lands” in exchange for Aboriginal rights and title to the remainder of their
traditional territory. Settlement lands include Category A lands for which the First Nation has
surface and subsurface rights, and Category B lands for which only surface rights are
established; in both cases, the right to consent is central. More exactly, UFA Chapters 18.3 and
18.4 identify when consent of a First Nation is required by a would-be mine developer to access
existing and new mineral rights. An "Existing Mineral Right" is a Mineral Right, other than a
right to locate a claim or an unrecorded right to explore for Minerals other than Petroleum,
existing at the date the affected land became Settlement Land and includes any renewal or
replacement of such a Mineral Right or a new right described in 5.4.2.4 (UFA, 1993, pp. 3). In
addition, Chapter 24 of the UFA outlines the rights and responsibilities of an individual First
Nations government, including the right to legislate regarding language, culture, education and
social welfare (UFA, 1993, 24.1), and the right to negotiate the devolution of programs and
services (UFA, 1993, 24.3). As a result, in instances where a Yukon First Nation has developed
its own legislation, such as a Lands and Resources Act or Mineral Policy, this legislation may
establish complementary requirements around the achievement of consent for various activities
such as mineral exploration.
The settlement of land claims also resulted in the creation of the Yukon Surface Rights Board
(YSRB), a conflict resolution body. Schedule II of the Act that established the board (the
YSRBA) identifies several situations where consent of a Yukon First Nation is required when
conflicting interests on the land are apparent. Here too, consent rights are limited to Settlement
Lands, on which limited mining has occurred to date and which represent just 8.5% of the
Territory at present (see Figure 2). The Minto Mine, located on the Settlements Lands of the First
Nation of Na-cho Nyak Dun (NND), is the only quartz mining operation located on Settlement
Lands. Further, it was developed before the NND’s Settlement Lands were established.
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Consistent with the UFA, the Yukon has its own territorial environmental assessment system,
established under the Yukon Environmental and Socioeconomic Assessment Act (YESAA) and
operationalized by the Yukon Environmental and Socioeconomic Assessment Board (YESAB).
The Act applies to all lands in the Yukon, both Settlement and non-Settlement Lands. Beyond
the mandate of general environmental and socioeconomic assessment, YESAA (Section 5)
contains a number of specific provisions in the interest of Yukon First Nations, including:
(d) to protect and promote the well-being of Yukon Indian persons and
their societies and Yukon residents generally, as well as the
interests of other Canadians;
(f) to recognize and, to the extent practicable, enhance the traditional
economy of Yukon Indian persons and their special relationship
with the wilderness environment; and
(g) to guarantee opportunities for the participation of Yukon Indian
persons — and to make use of their knowledge and experience in
the assessment process;
YESAB operates at arm’s length from federal, territorial, and First Nations governments, and
provides recommendations that are accepted, rejected, or modified by decision bodies. The
decision body is most often a branch of the Yukon Government, but in specific circumstances,
usually limited to Settlement Lands, a First Nation may also serve as a decision body thereby
creating an evident consent mechanism. Further authority is established through the issuance of
permits or licenses by the appropriate regulators. To build and operate a mine in the Yukon
requires the securing of a Quartz Mining License from the Energy, Mines and Resources (EMR)
department of Yukon Government and a Water License from the Water Board. One key
informant referred to these permits as “show stoppers”; if withheld, a project can be stalled or
effectively terminated. Depending on the particulars of Final Agreements, some Yukon First
Nations have permitting authority on their Settlement Lands. If the activity is proposed to take
place on Category B land, the First Nation concerned is a decision body (UFA, 12.13.1; YESAA,
2.1). If the activity is proposed to take place on Category A land, the First Nation concerned is
both a decision body (UFA, 12.13.1; YESAA, 2.1) and a permitting authority (UFA, 18.3; UFA,
18.4). Thus, proponents are required to secure permits from the respective First Nation in
addition to permits from the territorial government and Water Board. In the words of one
regulator:
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“In chapter 18.3 [of the UFA] it specifically references the power to issue a
permit. That's probably the most direct tangible example of FPIC. […] [If the
project is partially on Settlement Land] we [the Yukon Government] will issue
the permit. But the proponent is stuck. Because they can’t operate without the
permit from the First Nation.”
More rarely, YESAB has also been used as a vehicle for a Yukon First Nation to exercise
consent-like influence. For example, in the summer of 2017, YESAB discontinued its assessment
of Goldcorp’s Coffee Creek Mine because the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in, Na-cho Nyak Dun, and
Selkirk First Nations submitted to YESAB that Goldcorp had not met its obligation to consult
(Garrison, 2017). Though YESAB is technically only a recommending body, not a decision
maker, without their assessment and recommendations, decision bodies cannot make decisions
and hence a project cannot proceed. In a similar vein, Yukon First Nations that have not signed
Final Agreements have been able to exert authority over development on large parcels of
traditional territory by removing land from the free-entry staking system through litigation (e.g.
Ross River Dena Council v. Government of Yukon, 2012). The Ross River Dena Council
questioned the territorial government’s authority to register claims on its traditional territory
without consultation, and a ruling in their favour resulted in a staking moratorium on this
territory that continues today (Commissioner of Yukon, 2013; Thomson, 2017; Ross River Dena
Council v. Government of Yukon, 2012). The staking moratorium was expanded in 2017 to
include a greater portion of Kaska asserted traditional territory outside of the Ross River Area
(Commissioner of Yukon, 2017). Combining these two areas with other areas withdrawn from
staking, including various parks and the Peel Watershed, means that about half of the Yukon
territory is currently withdrawn from free-entry staking (see Figure 3). Although the Ross River
Dena Council is not opposed to mineral development generally (CBC News, 2013, September
23), the staking moratorium could be interpreted as a vehicle through which they have asserted
and reclaimed some authority over development in their traditional territory without explicit
invocation of their right to consent to development.
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Figure 3: Map of Yukon Areas of Land Withdrawn from Mineral Staking

In sum, Yukon First Nations’ right to consent to mine development is manifest within a variety
of governance systems and pieces of legislation both explicitly and implicitly, though this right is
limited by the location of proposed development. Consent is evidently required for developments
proposed on Category A and, to a lesser degree, Category B Settlement Lands, where, to date,
mining activity is limited. This situation may be proof that Settlement Lands are serving their
intended purpose or might demonstrate that industry is avoiding proposing development on
Settlement Lands where consent is an evident requirement. How do those who work within the
Yukon’s key institutions governing mine development understand rights and obligations
regarding consent?
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3.4 How Are Key Yukon Institutions Engaging with FPIC?
In a region of dynamic and visionary Indigenous governance, and mineral resource potential,
one might expect the Yukon to be at the forefront of an international discourse that brings these
elements together: Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC). Engagement with key institutions
in the Yukon during summer 2017 revealed a different observation. Based upon ten interviews
conducted with key informants from the Yukon government (n=4), YESAB (n=1), the Water
Board (n=1), CYFN (n=1), Yukon Conservation Society (n=1), and the consulting community
(n=2), it was observed that conversations around resource development in the Yukon territory are
largely silent on the idea of FPIC. As one key informant noted, “FPIC is not usually referenced
in the discourse here in the Yukon. Why that is, I don't know.” Almost unanimously, key
informants said that the conversation regarding FPIC is not active within their institution. In the
words of a key informant representing a regulatory institution, “In my experience it [FPIC] hasn't
come up as often, or as frequently as one would think since the federal adoption [of UNDRIP]”.
Many others simply noted that FPIC is not the responsibility of the institution that they represent
for jurisdictional reasons. This comment came in several forms: FPIC is “not our business”, “not
our bag”, “not our role” and “not our concern”. In the case of YESAB, the Water Board, and
CYFN, this jurisdictional rationale seemingly derives from a lack of mandate to address
consultation or consent. In the case of the Yukon Government, within whose jurisdiction
consultation, accommodation, and consent conceivably lie, non-engagement with FPIC was
attributed to the political need to await anticipated federal action.
While these reasons offer a potential explanation for non-engagement, deeper contemplation of
the evidence points to other factors possibly contributing to the apparent non-engagement with
FPIC within key Yukon institutions. In the remainder of this section, three possible factors
contributing to this non-engagement with FPIC are explored: the relationship of modern treaties
to Yukon First Nations’ consultation and consent rights; the federal government’s delay in
clearly defining expectations and, or, legislation regarding FPIC; and given the relatively short
amount of time since the federal adoption of UNDRIP, a lack of litigation to date regarding FPIC
in the context of Northern land claims.
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Starting with the impact of the modern treaties, the key informant interviews made it clear that
there is a great deal of respect in the territory for the treaties, which were routinely characterized
as the “laws of the land”. These laws are seen as setting “clear roles and responsibilities” for
parties to resource development and associated negotiations. At the same time, one key
informant admitted that “[consent] is not something that we [assessors] concern ourselves with,
because for us the rules are pretty clear [from the UFA]. Yes, enshrined in law.” The lack of
connection between the Yukon’s “laws of the land” and the global and national discourse around
the right of Indigenous peoples to issue their consent was common. As noted one key informant:
“In the sense of ‘how does this current process conform to or contradict the whole notion of
consent and FPIC’ and all that? That type of question has not…we haven’t gotten that.” This
disconnect is interesting, and perhaps simply explained by the evident authority of the modern
treaties that made explicit attention to a beyond-Yukon discourse unnecessary. Perhaps this idea
of FPIC, created at the international scale and committed to at a national scale, does not have
salience in the Yukon context given the governance systems in place.
Alternatively, limited engagement with the concept of FPIC may be the result of understandable
political conservatism mixed with inaction on the part of the federal government, whose FPIC
agenda is only partially developed. When prodded about where responsibility lies for the
observance of Indigenous consent rights, most key informants pointed to the Yukon
Government: “no that's easy, it's the Yukon government [whose jurisdiction is consultation and
consent]”. At the same time, one of these key informants suggested that the government is
simply not prepared to address it: “the Yukon government can do that [take a stance on FPIC].
They have a responsibility to do that. I just don’t believe that they're prepared to go down that
track yet”. For many key informants, it is evident that the territorial government is awaiting
federal-level initiatives, or at least clarification, regarding FPIC before engaging to determine
implications in the Yukon governance context.
“[The] Yukon government is not a signatory to UNDRIP. That is a federal
decision. So basically the government's approach has basically been to look to
Canada to see how they are interpreting UNDRIP. And to look at things in the
way that they always do, which is with respect to the landscape in the Yukon.
So understanding how UNDRIP applies in the context of a largely modern
treatied territory […] Yukon is not going to embark on its own interpretation
of Canada's commitment until it is clear from the federal level what it means.”
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It might not necessarily be that FPIC is irrelevant to the Yukon, but merely that there is no
advantage to advancing the conversation at a territorial level before federal expectations are
clear. One territorial government representative said that, while waiting for the federal
government to clarify the definition of FPIC, the modern treaties are the rules to follow;
“we will [continue to] work and wait for the federal…to kind of see what the
feds do. And if that means any changes to us in terms of policy or operationally
then we'll look at that. But you know we’re quite…we have the UFA and the
final agreements and YESAA established and we’re following that.”
A third factor possibly influencing the limited engagement with FPIC might simply be time.
Perhaps FPIC is a concept and conversation that will inevitably surface in the Yukon but is being
delayed as First Nation governments continue to refine the implementation of their hard-fought
Treaty rights, which includes defining, from the citizens’ level, expectations of consent (Chapter
Four). As one key informant noted, “I think in Yukon, NWT and Nunavut, it may take much
longer for it [FPIC discourse] to bubble to the surface and boil over”. This sentiment was echoed
by a key informant from a regulatory institution who noted, with some surprise, that pressure
from First Nation governments and communities to implement FPIC was seemingly modest at
present: “There hasn’t been any requests, or pressure, or demands by First Nations to think about
this [FPIC] more”. Another key informant suggested that questions concerning FPIC will soon
emerge: “I’m convinced that eventually there will be some court cases around it. And it will be
all settled. But I think we are in the early stages of that”.
In summary, all three factors outlined above offer reasonable insight into the observation that a
region of strong and dynamic Indigenous governance might display limited explicit engagement
with the concept of consent. Undoubtedly, the presence of modern treaties, including the UFA,
Final Agreements, and Self-Government Agreements, which are widely respected as “the law of
the land” and set “clear roles and responsibilities” for assessors, regulators, developers and First
Nations, have created conditions proximate to consent rights on Settlement Lands. Further, in
areas not covered by Final Agreements, the assertion of authority via litigation, as exemplified
by the moratorium on staking in the Ross River area and asserted Kaska traditional territory, is
also serving to establish rights akin to consent. Given this situation, coupled with the ongoing
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conversations around FPIC at the national level, it is understandable that Yukon officials are
hesitant to define and operationalize a consent standard in an explicit way. The same logic holds
true for Yukon’s First Nations’ governments, which understandably may want to take their time
in defining their expectations around the issuance of consent to major developments within their
territories. How do these possible explanations, and the state of FPIC in the Yukon detailed
above, mirror or add to existing knowledge?

3.5

Discussion

The parallels between what was observed in the Yukon in 2017 with respect to explicit
engagement with the growing international discourse around FPIC and existing knowledge of
Indigenous resource governance are many. For example, that Yukon’s First Nations’
governments might exercise caution in defining their expectations around the issuance of consent
mirrors a common approach to agreement-making in the international mining sector (see
O’Faircheallaigh, 2010b). Though many Indigenous Governments across Canada are indeed
signing agreements that proximate consent, and are even beginning to define FPIC and its
associated procedures (see BLC, 2015), the processes for both are onerous and getting them right
contextually is critical (Baker & McLelland, 2003; Booth & Skelton, 2011; Buxton & Wilson,
2013; Dokis, 2015; Irlbacher-Fox, 2009, Mahanty & McDermott, 2013; Owen & Kemp, 2014;
Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Ward, 2011). This likely explains why one key informant asserted that
conversations and conflict around FPIC are forthcoming (“bubbling up”) in the Yukon and have
simply been delayed by the need to understand FPIC in the context of Yukon governance.
Contextual relevance is consistently pointed to in scholarship as a necessity for effective
community engagement, negotiation, and legislation (Baker & McLelland, 2003; Booth &
Skelton, 2011; Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Dokis, 2015; Irlbacher-Fox, 2009, Mahanty &
McDermott, 2013; Owen & Kemp, 2014; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Ward, 2011). Might this
observation, well supported by literature, indicate that it is in fact impossible to create a
universal, or even national, definition of FPIC? Might FPIC be formulated to allow a regional
approach under some kind of larger and consistent framework? Indeed, this proposed model
might even mirror that of the Yukon’s modern treaties, where individually negotiated Final
Agreements are nested beneath the larger framework of the Umbrella Final Agreement to
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account for the unique circumstances of each Nation. This call for locally appropriate processes
highlights the need for better understandings of individual community expectations of the
principle and process of FPIC. For a regional approach to FPIC to be realized, the Yukon would
need to foster explicit dialogue regarding FPIC, even if exploratory in nature.

3.6 Conclusion
In light of growing awareness of the right to Free Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC), as
articulated by the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP),
and recent major mineral development interest in the Yukon, this paper has endeavored to
explore the current state of FPIC in the Yukon Territory. With the current federal government
publicly agreeing to support and implement UNDRIP and all that it entails (Trudeau, 2015), and
the Yukon territorial government specifically vowing to repair relationships with Yukon First
Nations (Silver, 2016), one might expect conversations around FPIC to be vibrant in the Yukon.
Instead, research presented here revealed limited engagement with the concept among key
institutions for reasons that included: the context for consent and the fit of this concept with
modern treaties; the fact that UNDRIP and the associated right to FPIC is a federal, rather than
territorial, commitment; and the need for time for conversation and conflict to mould FPIC into
something workable in the Yukon context.
Given the exploratory nature of the research presented herein, more research could be done to
make better sense of the evolving place of consent in Yukon’s governance and discourse. This
area of study could also benefit from further inquiry including how understandings of FPIC are
evolving in other regions with modern land claims and self-government. Additionally, as the
right to FPIC is meant as an expression of self-determination (Anaya, 2009b; Hannah &
Vanclay, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Sambo-Dorough, 2016; Ward, 2011), evolving debates
would benefit greatly from dialogue with specific Indigenous communities regarding their
unique expectations and understandings of the right to FPIC. Work of this kind is described in
Chapter Four, but progress to this end is understandably slow given the significance of the task.
For the consent to be operational in the Yukon, as is inferred by the president and CEO of Casino
Mining Corporation, one would expect this to be articulated and confirmed by key institutions
governing mineral development. Evidence presented herein suggests that these key institutions
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have neither confirmed the operationalization nor articulated their understanding of FPIC and
cautions that silence cannot be viewed as a green light.
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CHAPTER 4:
Identifying LSCFN Expectations of Consent & Evaluating IRMA
Abstract
Indigenous self-determination regarding resource development is gaining traction nationally and
internationally. One way of operationalizing this is through the realization of Free, Prior, and
Informed Consent (FPIC) for development impacting Indigenous Peoples and their lands, as
recognized in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous peoples (UNDRIP). In
the Yukon, despite instances of consent and consent-like rights held by First Nations, there
remains a lack of clear articulation from a majority of Yukon First Nations about their
expectations for the meaningful expression of consent. This manuscript identifies emerging
expectations for meaningful FPIC processes through a case study with the Little Salmon
Carmacks First Nation (LSCFN), a self-governing First Nation in the Yukon proximate to past,
present, and potentially future mineral development. Research revealed that, though LSCFN’s
expectations of FPIC are not fully formed as yet, participants do have expectations concerning
the provision of consent to mineral development projects in their traditional territory. These
expectations include: early engagement, full and accessible information, space for internal
engagement and governance processes, ongoing engagement with proponents, the mitigation of
resource barriers, enforceable commitments, contextually relevant processes, appropriate
representation, agreed upon definitions of terminology, mitigation of power imbalances, and
consent processes that are mutually agreed upon. Given the reticence of the State to acknowledge
and implement FPIC, a novel governance mechanism, the Initiative for Responsible Mining
Assurance (IRMA), has emerged, which defines a process through which FPIC might be
certified. The analysis presented herein largely confirms the efficacy of that process relative to
LSCFN’s emerging expectations around FPIC.

4.1 Introduction
Nationally and Internationally, political, legal, industry, and Indigenous communities are
grappling with new understandings of the concept of Indigenous consent. In Canada,
institutionalization of the concept and its associated rights is a pressing matter given the Federal
government’s adoption of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights Indigenous Peoples
(UNDRIP) and the acceptance of the recommendations of Truth and Reconciliation Commission
(TRC). Both UNDRIP and the TRC assert the right of Indigenous peoples to issue their Free,
Prior, and Informed Consent (FPIC) to developments that might impact upon their territories,
livelihoods, culture, or health. Notwithstanding, in the Yukon Territory, an explicit conversation
about the means by which First Nations there might consent to mineral development is markedly
absent (Martin & Bradshaw, 2018). Yukon First Nations hold and exercise consent and consent36

like rights as a result of settled land claims, self-government, and precedent-setting litigation
(Martin & Bradshaw, 2018). Despite these instances, there remains a lack of clear articulation
from a majority of Yukon First Nations about their expectations for meaningful processes for the
expression of consent, and how these expectations can be realized, in practice.
This paper responds to this gap by presenting the results of collaborative research with the Little
Salmon Carmacks First Nation (LSCFN) that aimed to identify the Nation’s expectations around
their issuance of consent to current mine development proposals in their territories. LSCFN has
past experiences with mining activity (originally coal mining) and continues to experience the
ongoing legacy of abandoned mines. For example, the abandoned Mount Nansen gold and silver
Mine located within LSCFN traditional territory was owned by the now bankrupt BYG Natural
Resources Inc. and is currently under government care. There continues to be concern about
contamination when harvesting foods around the Mount Nansen mine site. At present, LSCFN is
experiencing engagement pressure around the proposed Casino copper-gold mine, which would
be the largest mine in the history of the Yukon. Having such a major mine proposed adjacent to
the community, with roads proposed to run through LSCFN settlement land, has motivated
renewed scrutiny of engagement protocols. In addition to meeting a practical aim identified by
the LSCFN, this research offers a compelling case study for the growing body of scholarship
around FPIC, which has drawn attention to both the concept’s potency (e.g. Hannah & Vanclay,
2013) and complexity (e.g. Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Papillon & Rodon, 2017).
As a complement to this primary aim, the paper also serves to assess the degree to which these
expectations are reflected in the requirements of a non-state governance mechanism - a
certification system - that endeavours to operationalize FPIC, the Initiative for Responsible
Mining Assurance (IRMA). Certification systems, like other non-state governance mechanisms,
are argued to have emerged in response to perceived weak, or absent, state regulation (Haufler,
2001; Howlett, 2000; Gunningham, 2008). Proponents of certification view market forces as a
powerful tool for influencing corporate behavious and ultimately improving international
standards (Auld, Gulbrandsen, & McDermott, 2008; Bernstein & Cashore, 2007; Cashore, 2002;
Meidinger, 2001). Certification functions by setting standards, environmental, social, or
otherwise, for participants to meet (Auld, Bernstein, and Cashore, 2008). Once the participant
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meets the standard, they are able to market their products to consumers as certified and reassure
investors of the stability of their investment (Auld, Bernstein & Cashore, 2008; Bouslah et al.,
2006; Caron, Durand & Asselin, 2016). Certification standards are binding and enforceable
through ongoing monitoring and if standards are not maintained, certification can be lost
(Cashore, 2002).
The trend of natural resource certification has gained momentum since the late 1990s (Auld,
Gulbrandsen, & McDermott, 2008; Vandergeest, 2007). Non-state governance systems, like
certification, are argued to be more efficient than state regulation (Gunningham, 2008) and allow
consumers to “govern at a distance” (Young, 2015). This shifting of power away from state
actors to global markets is reshaping of power relations in resource governance (Cashore, 2002;
Gunningham, 2008). Since certification is distanced from the state, in theory it is not as easily
influenced by the whims of changing governments or policy (Bernstein & Cashore, 2007). Nonstate certification systems offer an opportunity for industry to go beyond minimum legal
requirements of the State (Owen & Kemp, 2014). With regards to communities impacted by
resource management, Dare, Schirmer, and Vanclay (2011) posit that certification has been
shown to positively affect community engagement. The assertions of the merits of certification,
in concert with the ubiquity of certification systems in resource management, and a lack of action
by the state regarding FPIC prompts the question as to whether certification might be used to
effectively advance implementation of the right to FPIC (Dare, Schirmer, & Vanclay, 2011).
Hence, this manuscript serves both to identify the expectations of one Yukon First Nation around
the meaningful issuance of consent, and asses the degree to which a novel governance
mechanism that endeavours to operationalize FPIC, the IRMA certification system, meets these
expectations. The manuscript follows in six further parts. The next section offers a review of
scholarship on the concept of FPIC. This review culminates in the presentation of an original
Preliminary Evaluative Framework. In section three, research methods and case study context are
explained. Case study findings are then presented, which gives rise to a revised Evaluative
Framework and discussion. This revised framework is then used to evaluate the IRMA
certification system. This manuscript concludes with a discussion of regional and relational
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approaches to the implementation of FPIC to address scholarly gaps and community
expectations.

4.2 Achieving FPIC: Insights from Scholarship
Scholarship has quickly emerged around the concept of FPIC, including much that celebrates its
potential. The concept is seen by some as a potent instrument for exercising community agency
and self-determination (Anaya 2009b; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2016;
Ward, 2011). Consistent with this perspective, FPIC has been characterized in the Canadian
context as a framework for reconciliation (Boutilier, 2017; Land, 2017; Papillon & Rodon, 2017;
Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 2015). Other scholars have drawn attention to the many
complexities of FPIC that often manifest as challenges to its realization (Fontana & Grugel,
2017; Newman, 2017; Papillon & Rodon, 2017). In the remainder of this section, eight key
challenges identified within both scholarship and public discourse are reviewed for the purpose
of developing a preliminary evaluative framework for assessing the achievement of FPIC in the
Yukon.
Challenges to the achievement of FPIC are conceptualized here as critical considerations for the
issuance of consent. That is, according to existing scholarship on FPIC, any process that purports
to enable the issuance of consent, should consider the following (see Table 1).
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Table 1-Preliminary Evaluative Framework
Scholarly Considerations Evaluative Questions
for the Issuance of Consent
Mutually Agreed Upon Are the engagement and decisionProcess making processes facilitating the
issuance of consent agreed on by all
parties?
Ambiguity of Definitions

Has the concept of consultation,
consent, or FPIC been clearly
defined?

Contextual Relevance of Have considerations been made to
Processes make the processes for the issuance
of consent locally relevant,
accessible, and appropriate?

Community Representation Has attention been paid to who can
issue consent, or who can represent
the community? Has consideration
been made for a disconnect between
leadership and citizenry?

Enforceability In what ways/to what degree are the
provisions for consent binding or
enforceable?
Power Imbalances Have considerations been made to
mitigate power imbalances in the
process of consent negotiations?
Self-Defined Internal Does the FPIC process include/allow
Process for internal processes determined by
the Indigenous peoples themselves?
Early Engagement Has the proponent engaged in a
consent process with the Indigenous
peoples sufficiently early?
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4.2.1 Mutually Agreed Upon Processes
If FPIC is meant to be a process, or relationship, between partners, attention must be paid to who
is setting the rules of the game, or in this case the engagement process for consent. In
recognizing Indigenous peoples’ inherent authority, some contend that FPIC implementation
should begin with no less than mutually agreed upon processes regarding protocols for
engagement and decision-making when seeking consent (BLC, 205; Buxton & Wilson, 2013;
Papillon & Rodon, 2017). In the words of MP Romeo Saganash:
“If people really consider Indigenous Peoples as partners, they wouldn’t
impose projects on Indigenous Peoples in this country. They wouldn’t impose
anything. You don’t do that to a partner. You’re supposed to sit down with the
partner and agree on how to go about it, how to develop, what to protect, and
how to design the project and so on and so forth.” (Saganash, 2016, pp.17)
Sambo-Dorough says that for FPIC to be an exercise in self-determination, “The contours of and
procedural operations or implementation of the right to FPIC must be sorted out by those who
are the ‘self’ in self-determination” (2016, pp. 37, emphasis mine). In fact, to have outside actors
impose an engagement or decision-making process on Indigenous peoples would recreate the
kinds of colonial power imbalances that FPIC endeavours to avoid. How can FPIC truly be an
expression of self-determination if someone else is still setting the rules of the game? Hence an
ideal FPIC process between true partners will begin with the creation of a mutually agreed upon
process for engagement and decision-making regarding the issuance of consent.

4.2.2 Ambiguity of Definitions
Notwithstanding its clarification in UNDRIP, the concept of consent is regarded by many as
ambiguous, even when it includes the qualifiers ‘free’, ‘prior’, and ‘informed’ (Buxton &
Wilson, 2013; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Lehr & Smith, 2010; Mahanty & McDermott, 2013;
Newman, 2017; Papillon & Rodon, 2016; Ward, 2011). With no universally agreed upon
definition of FPIC, some argue that the concept risks abuse (Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Mahanty
& McDermott, 2013; Newman, 2017; Owen & Kemp, 2014), and could result in the undeserved
legitimization of development projects such as mines (Hannah & Vanclay, 2013). Ambiguity
around the means by which consent is established is likely to generate apprehension among those
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who might seek it and those who might offer it. Hence, an ideal FPIC process will clearly define
key concepts such as ‘consultation’ and ‘consent’.

4.2.3 Contextual Relevance of Processes
The desire for clarity of definition explored above is countered by the assertion that some fluidity
and flexibility is key to allowing for contextually appropriate expressions of FPIC. A more
flexible approach to achieving FPIC might allow the principle to be modified to fit local context,
rather than be applied as an international panacea (Anaya, 2012; Mahanty & McDermott, 2013;
Newman, 2017; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Ward, 2011). For some, this understanding
necessitates a “made-in-Canada” approach to FPIC (Coates & Favel, 2016; Newman, 2017;
Papillon & Rodon, 2017). UNDRIP, however, goes beyond the national level to recognize
regional particularities which must also be considered when promoting a context-specific
approach to FPIC (preambular paragraph 24):

“Recognizing that the situation of Indigenous Peoples varies from region to
region and from country to country and that the significance of national and
regional particularities and various historical and cultural backgrounds
should be taken into consideration”
Buxton and Wilson (2013, pp. 43) also express the need to tailor FPIC protocols to a
local context when they write to their industry audience that:
“there is no single institutional design for FPIC. Each process will be unique
to the social, cultural and political environment of the local community”
Scholarship focused on Environmental Assessment processes has long drawn attention to similar
concerns regarding contextual relevance, especially in cross-cultural exchanges (e.g. Baker &
McLelland, 2003; Booth & Skelton, 2011; Dokis, 2015; Irlbacher-Fox, 2009). Common concerns
include: the inaccessibility of technical language to many community members; restrictive
timelines that limit meaningful participation; and lack of respect for, or inclusion of, local or
traditional governance systems (Baker & McLelland, 2003; Booth & Skelton, 2011; Dokis,
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2015). Hence, due to regional variation, FPIC cannot be applied as a panacea, and a meaningful
FPIC process will be designed to be relevant, appropriate, and accessible given local context.

4.2.4 Community Representation
One evident challenge for eliciting and offering FPIC in a contextually appropriate way centers
on representation, and who can legitimately represent an Indigenous community in FPIC
negotiations. It is one thing to determine which groups need to be engaged; it is another to
determine who within a community can legitimately issue consent (Boutilier, 2017; Fontana &
Grugel, 2016; Papillon & Rodon, 2016). This challenge has led some to call for the integration of
customary decision-making practices and processes into FPIC negotiations (Buxton & Wilson,
2013; Lehr & Smith, 2010). Indeed UNDRIP (2007, Article 32) compels engagement of
Indigenous peoples through “their own representative institutions”. Other scholars have drawn
attention to the potential for customary governance institutions and practices to disenfranchise
certain populations within an Indigenous community (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Fontana &
Grugel, 2016; Lehr & Smith, 2010; MacIntyre, 2007; Mahanty & McDermott, 2013). Though
means exist to mitigate this disenfranchisement (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Fontana & Grugel,
2016) and, indeed, have been incorporated into standards (e.g. ILO, 2013; IRMA, 2017), this
issue adds to the complexity of ensuring appropriate community representation in the issuing of
FPIC. Hence, though potentially complex, ensuring that appropriate representatives of the people
affected are designated to issue or withhold consent is paramount to a legitimate FPIC process.

4.2.5 Enforceability
Though the creation and adoption of UNDRIP, including the right to FPIC, is presented as a
significant step towards the recognition and protection of the rights of Indigenous peoples
(Anaya, 2009a; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013), concerns persist regarding the enforceability of the
principles contained within the declaration (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013;
Perreault, 2015; Ward, 2011). Many legal scholars recognize the UN declaration to be limited as
a non-binding legal mechanism (Newman, 2017; Stavenhagen, 2009; Wiessener, 2011), which,
without legislative support at the nation-state level, may fail to represent real change (Burger,
2009). Others are less inclined to advocate for legislative treatment of FPIC based on a view that
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legal enforceability may restrict meaningful implementation of FPIC (Buxton & Wilson, 2013;
Owen & Kemp, 2014). Consistent with this view, some scholars have drawn attention to the
supraregulatory means by which FPIC might be achieved in practice including through the use of
Impact and Benefit Agreements (e.g. BLC, 2015; Bradshaw & McElroy, 2014). However, others
caution that the presence of a contractual agreement between an Indigenous community and a
developer cannot be assumed to constitute consent, let alone FPIC (Hannah & Vanclay, 2013;
Papillon & Rodon, 2016; 2017).
Of course, the ultimate expression of consent is the power to say ‘no’. While this right could be
assumed to exist with FPIC, scholars are divided as to whether or not the right to FPIC vests
would-be impacted Indigenous communities with a veto right over development (Axmann &
Gray, 2016; Boutilier, 2017; Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Joffe, 2015;
Morales, 2017; Newman, 2017; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Shrinkhal, 2014; Tockman, 2017).
Many players point to the preoccupation that FPIC might be interpreted as a veto right as one
explanation for resistance and slow implementation of the right (Axmann & Gray, 2016;
Boutilier, 2016; Joffe, 2010; Land, 2016; Obed, 2016; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Tockman,
2017). Many, including former UN Special Rapporteur James Anaya (2009a), believe FPIC
should not be interpreted as a veto right (Land, 2016; Saganash, 2016; Sambo Dorough, 2016),
but rather a balancing of rights (Joffe, 2015). The realization of a robust expression of consent
that does not assume absolute power (Anaya, 2012; Morales, 2017; Papillon & Rodon, 2017;
Tockman, 2017) is enormously complex (Land, 2016). Many scholars and practitioners say that
this realization can only happen through the creation of true partnership (Saganash, 2016) or coequal relationship (Papillon & Rodon, 2017) between legitimate authorities (Tockman, 2017)
who are all respected and committed to working together despite disagreements, or fundamental
differences (Morales, 2017). Given concerns regarding the potential weakness of FPIC
commitments, a meaningful FPIC process will require commitments to be binding and
enforceable.
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4.2.6 Power Imbalances
While scholars have drawn attention to the ways by which the FPIC concept can redress power
imbalances in the resource extraction sector (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Mahanty & McDermott,
2013; Owen & Kemp, 2014; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Szawblowski, 2011), others have
questioned how level the procedural playing field of FPIC actually is (Fontana & Grugel, 2016).
Though the intent of FPIC is to balance power relations among companies, communities, and
governments, a true decentering of power requires acknowledging and responding to subtler
forms of power displayed in negotiation, such as dress, meeting venue, and language, that are
incredibly difficult to neutralize (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Dokis, 2016; Irlbacher-Fox, 2009;
Mahanty & McDermott, 2013). Scholars also point to present community resource barriers, in
terms of energy, procedural expertise, and technical knowledge, as a potential limit to equal
participation (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Mahanty & McDermott, 2013 Papillon & Rodon, 2017).
Hence an ideal FPIC process will identify and mitigate both overt and subtle power imbalances
between parties during FPIC negotiations.
4.2.7 Self-Defined Internal Processes
In their review of existing cases in Canada where consent was seemingly expressed by an
Indigenous government for a natural resource development, the Boreal Leadership Council
(BLC, 2015) recognized the existence of an Indigenous-defined internal process as critical to
meaningful process. For them, and others, ideal internal processes are those engagement or
governance processes that happen within a community without the involvement of outside
actors. These internal processes are part of a larger engagement process. In theory internal
processes allow communities to deliberate and express priorities more freely. Internal
engagement processes like information meetings, open discussion, or decision making,
depending on the cultural and governance context, might improve the chances of FPIC being an
exercise in self-determination as is suggested in scholarship (Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Hannah &
Vanclay, 2013; Ward, 201). Furthermore, in the interest of self-determination, it is suggested that
a community must be able to engage its own members in a way that the community chooses
rather than having the Crown or proponent impose a process (Sambo-Dorough, 2016). Of course,
since FPIC necessarily involves interaction with external actors, these internal processes must
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happen in concert with collaborative decision making with outside actors (Papillon & Rodon,
2017). Hence and ideal FPIC process will ensure space for internal community engagement and
governance processes through protocols determined by the community.

4.2.8 Early Engagement
Early engagement is frequently promoted to proponents as a best-practice for FPIC processes
(BLC, 2015; Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2017). Early engagement between a proponent
and an Indigenous Nation allows the parties to build relationships, discuss preferred engagement
protocols, collaboratively define engagement and decision-making processes, and reduce conflict (BLC,
2015; Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2017). Early engagement has even been suggested to
markedly reduce legal conflict between industry and communities (Buxton & Wilson, 2017). Engaging
early, before the proponent or Indigenous leaders have made major decisions, offers opportunity to
meaningfully incorporate community feedback into project design (Buxton & Wilson). In many ways,
early engagement is the foundation on which all other best practices stand; hence an ideal FPIC process
requires engagement between a proponent and affected community sufficiently early in project planning.

4.3 Research Methods
To test and refine the above-presented preliminary evaluative framework, a case study was
completed with one Yukon First Nation, the Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation (LSCFN).
While being subject to refinement, the preliminary evaluative framework also informed the
questions that were asked during fieldwork and enabled a ‘start list’ of codes (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). This section serves to justify the case study selection, describe the case study,
position the research, and outline the case-specific methods of data collection and analysis
employed.
4.3.1 Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation Case Study
The village of Carmacks and the Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation (LSCFN) community are
located in south-central Yukon at the convergence of the Klondike highway and the Yukon River
roughly two hours North of Whitehorse (see Figure 4). This location was traditionally used at
certain times of the year for hunting and fishing, but the community itself was mostly located
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about 35 miles upriver at Little Salmon Village. The community was relocated to its present
location around the 1930s when a coal mine and trading post opened (LSCFN, n.d.).

Figure 4-Map indicating Carmacks, Yukon, study area

LSCFN’s long history with mining began in the late 1890s when the village’s namesake George
Washington Carmack found coal near Tantalus Butte (or Coalmine Hill). Coal mining continued
in Carmacks until the 1970s. Today the community continues to experience the ongoing legacy
of abandoned mines like the Mount Nansen gold and silver mine which was abandoned in 1999.
Though placer gold mining is the most common form of mineral development in the Carmacks
area at present, LSCFN and other neighbouring Northern Tutchone nations are currently
experiencing development pressure from the proposed Resources Gateway road development,
and the mines it would serve including the open pit Casino copper-gold mine, which would be
the largest mine in the history of the Yukon.
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The Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation is part of the Northern Tutchone language and cultural
group and thus has close ties to the First Nation of Na-cho Nyak Dun and Selkirk First Nation,
who are also Northern Tutchone. These ties are both cultural and formal, through the Northern
Tutchone Tribal Council (LSCFN, n.d.). LSCFN has roughly 670 citizens with about half of the
citizens presently residing outside the Carmacks area. In 1997, LSCFN signed the LSCFN Final
Agreement and Self-Government Agreement. As a self-governing Nation, LSCFN can make its
own legislation and has its own constitution that is considered the highest law (LSCFN
Constitution, 2015). The Self-Government Agreement makes all matters concerning LSCFN
citizenship the exclusive jurisdiction of the LSCFN government, rather than the federal
government. The citizenship code is laid out in Chapter 18.0 of the amended LSCFN constitution
(2015). Chief and Council, made up of a Chief, Deputy Chief, and eight councillors, has the
overall responsibility for the administration of the LSCFN government (LSCFN Constitution,
2015). The LSCFN government is currently comprised of five departments: Governance
(Nakhwän nak’í hû’é do), Finance and Administration (Dàné Dän do k’anete), Capital Projects
and Infrastructure (Dän kezhi k’anete), Lands and Resources (Nän nena Dän do k’anete), and
Health and Social (Dän sóthän nûtl’et do). The government is held accountable to citizens
through general assemblies. Though identified as distinct groups for this research, most LSCFN
staff members are also citizens, and during their lifetime many citizens will serve as staff.
Case studies are often employed to examine one ‘case’, an individual, group, movement,
location, event etc., in great detail. A case study allows a researcher to see real world connections
to abstract or theoretical ideas (Neuman, 2014), such as the expectations of the Little Salmon
Carmacks First Nation (LSCFN) around the issuance of their consent to mineral development
projects. LSCFN’s consent expectations may be shared with other communities, and some may
be unique; some may be highly inconsistent within LSCFN’s population, which is consistent
with case study methodology (Neuman, 2014). Hence, though this study addresses just one case,
the views of one First Nation, it does not seek to universalize knowledge from this one case.
Indeed, it does not even seek to universalize LSCFN’s experiences within Yukon, as differences
among Yukon First Nation communities are evident in the creation of individual land claim and
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self-government agreements, as well as in the Council of Yukon First Nations’ resistance to
homogenous representation.

4.3.2 Data Collection
The data that informs this case study were collected through semi-structured interviews, focus
groups, and participant observation. Generally, multiple methods are used to gain a deeper
understanding of a topic or subject, and to triangulate results (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). For this
project, multiple methods also allowed for the appropriate inclusion of multiple populations. For
example, LSCFN government employees required flexible meeting times and space to speak indepth about governance processes, both of which were enabled by individual interviews. Focus
groups were more appropriate for citizens because they offered a less intimidating space for
conversation with peers (Longhurst, 2010). The hope was that focus groups would create a space
where all citizens would feel comfortable to share their ideas and experiences, even if they
considered themselves non-experts. Each method has unique strengths for data collection, and
when used in combination, improve the quality of the research (Babbie, 1987).

4.3.2.1 Participant Observation
Participant observation occurred over two years and four field seasons. This method requires
spending time immersed in a research setting and recording observations as field notes (Laurier,
2010) or “memos” (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This exercise of “memoing” in a field journal
was useful to organize ideas and explore observations (Miles & Huberman, 1994). For this
project, participant observation included attending public meetings and community events,
having informal meetings and casual conversation, and generally spending time in the LSCFN
community. These observations helped to give context, notice patterns, identify phenomena that
participants may not have spoken of, and raise questions to ask in more formal field work.
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4.3.2.2 Semi-Structured Interviews
Semi-structured interviews offer an ideal format to cover necessary topics with a person who is
well positioned to address them, and to enable non-anticipated topics to emerge that might
nevertheless be relevant to the research question (Longhurst, 2010). Nine semi-structured
interviews were conducted primarily with LSCFN staff members and members of Chief and
Council in the early summer and late fall of 2017. These individuals, who were considered key
informants, tended to have professional, as well as personal, experience regarding governance
and proponent engagement protocols. Because interview participant selection was focused on
individuals with specific employment experience, purposive sampling (Palys, 2008) was used in
combination with opportunistic sampling from within this selected population (Palinkas et al.,
2015). Interviews were conducted either at the LSCFN General Assembly or the LSCFN
government office in Carmacks between June and August of 2017. Interviews were semistructured and lasted 45 minutes to an hour. Semi-structured interviews make use of an interview
guide consisting of themes and open-ended questions rather than a strict list of questions
(Longhurst, 2010). The Preliminary Evaluative Framework (Table 1) outlined in section 4.2,
informed the creation of the interview guide. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed,
and handwritten notes were taken. All participants read, or were read, a project information sheet
and signed a consent form with the option for oral consent.

4.3.2.3 Focus Groups
Focus groups were employed in order to include the LSCFN citizenry in this project. Four focus
groups were conducted with LSCFN citizens in October and November of 2017. Both semistructured interviews and focus groups require the researcher to not only listen, but to be open
and nonjudgmental of what participants contribute (Krueger & Casey, 2000). All focus groups
took place at the LSCFN government buildings or the Yukon College campus in Carmacks.
Participants read, or were read, a project information letter and signed a consent form.
Participants had the option to give oral consent if they were uncomfortable with signing consent
forms, but all participants opted for signed consent. For the Elder’s focus group, one Elder was
available to translate if needed, and she also opened each Elder’s focus group with a prayer.
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Focus groups lasted anywhere from an hour to almost three hours depending on the group. Two
of the four focus groups were audio recorded. Elders focus groups were not audio recorded as the
community assistant organizer advised that many Elders would be uncomfortable with being
recorded; they advised that even asking permission to do so would prevent some Elders from
fully participating due to negative experiences with audio recording in the past. The audio
recordings from the other two groups will be destroyed at the end of this project to ensure
anonymity. Participants were thanked for their time with a $50 gift card to the local grocery store
and gas station.
Focus groups were well attended with 20 Elders and Young Elders at the first meeting, 15 at the
second meeting (four new), six youth, and 18 adults. There were 11 participants who participated
in more than one focus group. Youth numbers were smaller because the focus group took place
as part of a youth council meeting, which has eight total members. Three of the four focus
groups were larger than the ideal size, which is considered by some scholars to be six to 12
participants (Lindlof, 1995; Brown, 1999). The number of total participants in the focus groups,
48 individuals (59 participants-11 repeats), is substantial considering the size of the community
(roughly 300 LSCFN citizens live in the Carmacks area). Though the size was beneficial in terms
of the number of perspectives represented, there were usually a few voices that remained mostly
silent.
Focus groups were originally intended to be conducted in the summer months, but due to a
tragedy in the community, were postponed until late fall 2017 (see reflections on decolonizing
research methodology in section 2.1). The original plan was to have four focus groups divided
somewhat homogenously: youth, Elders, adult women, and adult men. After some feedback that
community members prefer not to be divided by gender, the configuration was switched to be
three groups of youth, Elders, and adults respectively. It was also deemed important to have
Young Elders invited to the Elders meeting as an exercise in knowledge sharing and transition
since some Young Elders will soon be transitioning into the role of Elder.
A community member was hired for each focus group to act as a focus group assistant organizer.
These assistant organizers helped to vet focus group questions, recruit participants, and
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occasionally drive participants to the meetings. Additionally, assistants were available to answer
questions about the project that participants may not be comfortable asking an outside researcher.
By having a thorough understanding of the motivation, and potential application, of the research,
assistant organizers added legitimacy to the project when they could communicate this to
participants. Thus, assistant organizers served an invaluable role in making the focus groups
relevant, accessible, and successful.
The first Elders focus group lasted all afternoon and though there was considerable enthusiasm
for the discussion, the conversation remained largely focused on the concept of consultation.
This was a familiar word to many, while “engagement” and “consent” were somewhat foreign.
Because of this focus on consultation, it was decided that we would meet again the following
week to build on the first conversation and focus on the idea of consent.
Findings from the first Elders and Young Elders meeting were summarized and validated by the
group at the start of the second meeting. Other focus group data were validated in two ways. All
participants were given the option to have a focus group summary mailed to them after the
meeting, which a vast majority of participants requested. Summaries, rather than transcripts,
were chosen for their anonymity and brevity. These summaries included information on how to
provide feedback on both the research project generally and specific content from the focus
groups. Chief and Council further validated findings at a November 2017 meeting. This meeting
made space for feedback and conversation regarding the emerging focus group findings. Focus
group summary reports, raw flip chart notes, field notes, and transcripts (where available) served
as documents for data analysis.

4.3.3 Data Analysis
After data collection, semi-structured interviews and focus group methods require the researcher
to systematically analyze the information that participants shared (Krueger & Casey, 2000).
Since the intent of the data analysis was to identify LSCFN expectations for the issuance of
consent, codes were created to represent these distinct expectations. Analysis of interview and
focus group data made use of a hybrid approach to coding (Feredey & Muir-Cochrane, 2006),
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which incorporates both codes from theory (deductive) as well as from data (inductive). This
method was appropriate given my use of a Preliminary Evaluative Framework formed from
scholarship and grey literature, while also identifying new codes grounded in the data.
Codes evolved iteratively through five coding passes. The first open coding pass of fieldwork
data occurred through the use of marginal remarks (Miles & Huberman, 1994) during
transcription of interviews and focus groups. The second coding pass, using Nvivo, sought to
identify where extant themes from the literature (i.e. those populating the Preliminary Evaluative
Framework) were present in the fieldwork data (Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006). For this step
of data analysis, the Preliminary Evaluative Framework served as a ‘start list’ of codes (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). This second coding pass was not meant to limit the data to pre-determined
codes, but rather to validate that codes developed from theory were relevant to this case study.
New codes emerged from the data throughout the third, more inductive pass in NVivo (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990). A fourth pass of the data allowed for nuance and richness to be added through
sub-codes representing various considerations or divergent expectations within each larger
expectation. A fifth and final pass allowed me to determine connections among the codes
(Neuman, 2014) and identify where some codes were redundant (e.g. “Contextual Relevance”
and “Understanding LSCFN” were combined). Identifying interconnections was key because a
majority of the expectations are intimately connected.
There is a risk when collecting and analysing data independently that individual bias may unduly
influence code choices. This bias may be mitigated, though not dissolved, through check-coding
or inter-coder reliability (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Inter-coder reliability is the act of having
two people read the same piece of raw data, develop codes independently, and then compare
their codes (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Van den Hoonaard, 2008). For the purpose of this project,
one committee member and I each coded the same raw focus group transcript independently.
This exercise provided me with new language and some new codes that I had not considered
when working in isolation, and largely confirmed that my coding was replicable by others (i.e.
not idiosyncratic).
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4.4 Results: LSCFN’s FPIC Expectations
Based on the above data collection methods, expectations of the LSCFN around a meaningful
process for the expression of consent to mine development within their traditional territory were
revealed. While the preliminary evaluative framework suggested eight expectations, engagement
with LSCFN generated a total of eleven expectations (see Table 2). These eleven expectations,
which are described here, have not been formally approved by LSCFN (i.e. constitute an official
position on FPIC) and thus provide a preliminary conversation rather than a comprehensive and
ratified list. In addition, when explaining some expectations, occasionally participants held
differing views. Some expectations also differed between citizenry and staff, often given
differing understandings of modern treaties and associated rights. This diversity is unsurprising
as few communities are homogenous (Lane, 2003).
LSCFN employees and citizens used past experiences of engagement and consultation to
conceptualize expectations and considerations for a theoretical consent process. Findings from
this field work validated considerations found in the literature and enriched these by suggesting
new expectations and considerations. Data gathered validated the following expectations: early
engagement, internal engagement and governance processes, enforceability, contextual
relevance of processes, appropriate representation, definitions agreed upon by all parties, and
mitigation of power imbalances. Though this list represents current ideas in the literature,
conversations with LSCFN members added significant textural richness, nuance, and new
considerations regarding the realization of these expectations. This engagement with LSCFN
motivated the addition of three new expectations to the Evaluative Framework: being informed,
ongoing engagement between proponent and community, and the mitigation of resource
barriers. A somewhat novel consideration is the treatment of community understandings of the
governance landscape, specifically modern agreements and associated rights as a resource
barrier. Field work did not explicitly validate mutually agreed upon processes as an expectation.
The eleven expectations are presented in order of the clarity and unanimity with which they were
expressed, starting with those that were most clearly and unanimously articulated by participants.
Details and nuance regarding each expectation are followed by a brief discussion and
comparison to extant literature.
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Table 2-Evaluative Framework
EXPECTATIONS FOR THE MEANINGFUL EXPRESSION OF CONSENT FROM
LSCFN AND LITERATURE
by the proponent with the community in the beginning project
1. EARLY
design stages, and well in advance of any substantive meetings.
ENGAGEMENT
2. BEING INFORMED

in an accessible manner about the scope and impact of the
proposed project as well as the details of the consent procedure.

3. INTERNAL
ENGAGEMENT
AND
GOVERNANCE
PROCESSES

to allow the community to organize without the proponent
present. Primarily meaning community-only meetings and
decision making, but also internal data collection, the creation of
LSCFN legislation, and guidelines for engagement processes by
outside actors.

4. ONGOING
ENGAGEMENT

between community and proponent throughout the life of the
project.

5. MITIGATION OF
RESOURCE
BARRIERS

that impede community members from fully engaging in a consent
process: including financial, human, and educational resource
barriers.

6. ENFORCEABILITY

of the right to issue or withhold consent, and of the conditions on
which consent was issued going forward.

7. CONTEXTUAL
RELEVANCE OF
PROCESSES
8. APPROPRIATE
REPRESENTATION
9. DEFINITIONS
AGREED UPON BY
ALL PARTIES
10. MITIGATION OF
POWER
IMBALANCES
11. MUTUALLY
AGREED UPON
PROCESSES

of procedures and outcomes to both local cultural and
governance contexts.
of the community both internally and externally.
for terms such as “consent” agreed to by proponent and
community.
between proponent and community.

for the operationalization of consent agreed to by proponent and
community.

These eleven expectations are also presented here in an alternative, more relational, format (see
Figure 5) because a table artificially creates separation among concepts that are intimately linked
and overlapping. For organization’s sake, this section describes expectations in distinct
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segments, but there are obvious connections and overlap that demonstrate important relationships
and co-dependence among expectations.
Figure 5-Interconnected Evaluative Framework
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4.4.1 Early Engagement
LSCFN citizens and employees were clear in their desire to be engaged early whenever a project
like a mine is considered within their traditional territory. Early engagement signals that
proponents have respect for, and a desire to engage with, the First Nation as a partner. LSCFN
participant expectations of early engagement had two parts: engagement early in project planning
and engagement through information sharing well in advance of substantive meetings. The
expectation of including the community early in the project planning phase is rooted in past
experiences of proponents engaging late in the process once major decisions and investments
have been made, which allowed for only minor revisions to a development plan.
“there was a meeting about some portions of the project that they already
spent $450 million on. And nobody had said anything yet! They said it was for
working on the plan. That's a pretty expensive plan.” (Director of LSCFN
Lands and Resources Department, Nän nena Dän do k’ "nete)
Several participants brought up one company that met with LSCFN frequently and consistently
to provide updates on their activities well before an agreement was signed. This company was
discussed repeatedly as one of the few positive examples of early engagement with LSCFN.

“This one company, they put in several applications for exploration permits
class 4 and…other things. And I get them before they even hit YESAB’s desk!
And if I raise any issues at all, they fix that report! And they’re one of the very
few that does that!”
Frustration with the pattern of late engagement was brought to the surface in response to the
language of “securing consent”. This language, some participants expressed, suggests that the
decision has already been made, and that the proponents are working only to get to a
predetermined end-point: the issuance of consent. For some participants, this language of
“securing consent” is not reflective of the expectation for early engagement, and thus, not
consistent with their expectations of a meaningful consent process.
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“It [Federal Government’s ‘Principles respecting the Government of Canada's
relationship with Indigenous peoples’] says to ‘secure their consent’ […] It
tells me that they have already made a decision, and whether we agree or not
they are working to secure it [consent]. So they are working to get to that
point.” (Adult Focus Group)
The second element of early engagement is the expectation that information is disseminated
early, meaning well in advance of a meeting between community members and a proponent, and
especially in advance of any kind of decision-making. This expectation connects closely to the
expectation of being informed because no matter how accessible the information is community
members expressed the need for ample time to process information. Inclusive and agreed-upon
governance systems for decision-making, such as a referendum, cannot serve their purpose if
members have not had time to understand what they are voting on. Having this time hinges on
early engagement. Generally early engagement was described as a way for proponents to be
proactive rather than reactive.
LSCFN’s calls mirror existing literature, which advises early engagement for procedural reasons.
The practice allows the community to present their preferred engagement protocols from the
outset (BLC, 2015; Buxton & Wilson, 2013), which might allow for the engagement process to
be more contextually relevant and mutually acceptable (see mutually agreed upon processes).
Along with preferred engagement protocols, early engagement might offer proponents the
opportunity to learn about local governance, existing agreements, and cultural values (BLC,
2015), and reduce the likelihood of litigation (Buxton & Wilson, 2013). It is assumed that this
reduction in conflict is the product of a more amicable relationship, rather than solely contractual
restrictions with regard to litigation1. Meaningful relationships are the product of early and open
engagement (BLC, 2015; Obed, 2016; Papillon & Rodon, 2017); conversely, when a proponent
engages with the community in the late stages of project development, they have already made
significant investments and are apt to want to persuade the community, rather than build a plan
together (K. Hudson, personal communication, July 18, 2017). This kind of results driven
attitude, manifest in late engagement, does not recognize the Indigenous Nation as an equal

1

Some agreements like IBAs contain a Support Clause which limits the ability of the community
or Indigenous government to litigate in future (Newman, 2017).
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partner (Saganash, 2016). Late engagement by a proponent produces frustration, mistrust, and
ultimately conflict between the proponent and Indigenous Nation, while early engagement
demonstrates respect, desire for authentic partnership, and an openness to be influenced by a
partner.
4.4.2 Being Informed
Being informed may be an obvious expectation of a consent process as it represents the “I” in
FPIC, but it is far from simple. Focus group participants conveyed that being informed is
imperative for consent: “I think the key to giving consent is understanding what you are giving
consent for.” (Adult Focus Group). The enormity of the task of a community becoming fully
informed about the scope and possible multi-generational impacts of a proposed development on
lands, resources and well-being, which is the expectation of the UN Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues (UN, 2005, p.12), cannot be overstated. For LSCFN participants there was a
sense that being informed about development in Northern Tutchone territory is imperative for the
protection of the land for future generations, and that the means of informing communities like
LSCFN in the past have been insufficient. Focus group participants offered generous and
insightful reflections on best practices for information sharing but understanding what it means
to be truly informed in Carmacks remains challenging. For LSCFN, being informed was framed
as a product of two major factors: time, and accessible information. A third element was the
expectation to be transparently informed about the engagement process itself.
“They have a speaker there for their company. And the speaker was a fast
talker like I said […] trying to be sneaky about his words the way he… To
influence the people to agree to a mine and to do exploration on that
traditional land. […] using educated words like you know? And the elders
would sit there and say, ‘what did he say?’. […] And then suddenly they’ll say,
‘do we all agree on this?’ And people are shaking their head because they
didn’t catch on to what he was talking about.”
The expectation of ample time to obtain and understand information is integral to being
informed. Participants expressed that proponents who generally push short timelines, need to be
patient and give the community enough time to process the information that has been given to
them and to prepare their views before being asked for feedback. In a very tangible way, giving
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ample time to process information means sending accessible information packages to citizens
ahead of time so that people are not blindsided by mountains of information at a meeting.
Advanced information might also allow meeting attendees to arrive with some prepared
questions and make the Q&A period more valuable.
The accessibility of information provided to the community is paramount. If the audience, in this
case LSCFN citizens, cannot understand the information that is provided to them, it does not
matter when it is delivered. Though accessibility of information is widely discussed in the
literature (Baker & McLelland, 2003; Doelle & Sinclair, 2006; Dokis, 2015; O’Faircheallaigh,
2007; Udofia, Noble, & Poelzer, 2015), in practice what “accessible” means varies from
community to community. For LSCFN participants “good and clear” information meant using
non-technical language, having a Northern Tutchone translator or translations available, and
making use of graphics and maps as visuals.

“They consult with you by letter; that's what they call consulting! But if they
go up there and explain it through film, or pictures, or stuff like that, that's the
way we like it.” (LSCFN Elders’ Councillor)
Like many Yukon First Nations, the LSCFN’s annual General Assembly (GA) is an important
venue for citizens to gather information and to express concerns to leadership. The GA provides
opportunities for presentations, small group discussions, and open dialogues, which makes it an
ideal venue and vehicle for information acquisition and processing. That said, not all LSCFN
citizens attend GA, or any public meetings for that matter. Some citizens might not attend the
GA if they have a work conflict or have issues with the current leadership. Other citizens might
never go to the GA because they take issue with the self-government model that has been in
place since 1998 for LSCFN. These citizens may associate the current self-government
institution with the previously imposed band council system and be concerned that selfgovernment is also a colonial tool.
In terms of meetings with external groups, like mine proponents, many LSCFN citizens only
attend if they are looking for work; further, if they do not support the industry, they do not see
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reason to attend “mining meetings”. This lack of attendance, for whatever reason, means that
information is not reaching significant portions of the population. The limited effectiveness of
the GA and project-specific community consultation meetings to thoroughly disseminate
information to the community prompted much conversation in the focus groups about alternative
methods of information dispersal. Alternative methods suggested included mailing information
packages, sending surveys, hiring a mining liaison from the community, and having a
community newsletter to help stay up-to-date with development in the area. There was an
overwhelming sentiment that “everyone’s voice is important”, and that an ideal process for an
expression of consent should aim to involve and inform everyone, including those who do not
attend meetings.
With regard to improving the more traditional meeting model, generally, participants expressed a
desire for more meetings. This feedback may appear contradictory since currently community
meetings regarding resource development often have low attendance (for example a November
2017 open house with Casino Mining Corporation representatives in Carmacks had fewer than 5
citizens in attendance). This is also a counterintuitive desire since community “consultation
fatigue” and limited human resources to participate in meetings were also identified both in field
work (see mitigation of resource barriers) and literature (Dokis, 2015; Kunuk & Lipsett, 2016;
Udofia, Noble, & Poelzer, 2016; Whiteman & Mamen, 2002). This request may have meant
more types of meetings, or more flexible meeting times so they might fit better with work and
social schedules. Smaller group meetings and internal meetings (without the proponent present)
were suggested as alternative models that might better serve LSCFN citizens (see internal
engagement and governance processes, and mitigation of power imbalances).
For focus group participants being informed meant understanding the process being used to elicit
that consent. This idea was expressed as a desire for a “transparent process”. Participants
explained that they often feel uninformed about consultation procedures and that this should be
different for a consent process. Participants said they often have procedural questions that go
unanswered: When are the next meetings? When is the decision being made? Who has decision
making power? What counts as a majority? A transparent process was also described as
including transparent reports about the process’ progress. It was suggested that progress reports
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should include the number of community members present at each meeting. Many participants
were concerned that even when only a few people make it to a meeting it is still considered
consultation (see appropriate representation). Participants felt that this reporting of the number
of attendees might help increase transparency and hold proponents accountable for assuming
community representation from small groups. Additionally, almost unanimously focus group
participants expected good communication of procedural information from the proponent
throughout the life of the process, not just at the outset (see ongoing engagement).
These three elements of being informed – having accessible information, having ample time to
process that information, and being informed and kept up-to-date about the consent process itself
– affirm and add to scholarship. Environmental Assessment literature has discussed the
importance of accessible information at length (Baker & McLelland, 2003; Doelle & Sinclair,
2006; Dokis, 2015; O’Faircheallaigh, 2007), though some scholars puts the onus on the
community by suggesting the solution to inaccessible information is for the community to access
‘technical’ or ‘scientific’ expertise rather than require the information to be made more
accessible (e.g. O’Faircheallaigh, 2007). The idea of being informed is similarly present in FPIC
literature (Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Ward, 2011), but is often lumped in
with cultural relevance and tied mostly to accessible information (Fontana & Grugel, 2016).

4.4.3 Internal Engagement and Governance Processes
The need for internal engagement and governance processes for LSCFN to learn and discern
about a proposed project as a community emerged in several ways and was a consistent theme
across all focus groups. The expectation for internal engagement and governance processes
captures the desires of participants for LSCFN to have its own community meetings, but also its
own sources of data, legislation, and guidelines regarding land use, consultation, and consent.
Calls for these internal engagement and governance processes are partly a response to unequal
power relations between proponent and community (see mitigation of power imbalances). Many
participants expressed that in a large meeting led by a proponent, they feel too intimidated to ask
questions and raise concerns.
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“some people are afraid to speak out…like you know… in public.” (Elders
Focus Group)
For the youth this had to do with age; for others it had to do with discomfort with the technical
information provided (see being informed), and some expressed that they do not feel they can
“speak freely” when the mining company representatives are present. One LSCFN citizen noted
that even at the start of the focus group she was not sure about talking with me as I was an
unknown outsider to her. All three groups expressed a need for a “safe space” to discuss mining
as a community. It is important to note that participants of all ages from youth, to adults, to
Elders, expressed feeling intimidated in large proponent-led meetings. One participant noted that
when community members are in a public meeting with proponents, they tend to focus on job
opportunities rather than other concerns they may have. It was not clear whether this withholding
had to do with intimidation, or the perception that these meetings are not the appropriate venue
for certain discussions. This same group noted that smaller community meetings might provide a
comfortable space to discuss a wider range of concerns related to development.
For youth, even large internal meetings can be intimidating:
“I think if we were in with Chief and Council it would be more intimidating.
What I figure with me… And why don't give my two cents that much is What if
they shoot down my idea and go "why why why?". I can go this far into a
conversation, but not that far because I haven't thought that far; but I'm
comfortable with you guys.” (Youth Council Focus Group)
Some youth noted that when meeting with adults, even familiar ones, they do not feel confident
that they have something to contribute. For this reason, they suggested meeting separately before
larger meetings to develop their questions and concerns in a comfortable space before sharing
them with an intergenerational group.
“Yeah [we should start with small group meetings], and then you can have one
big meeting with everyone! And then you can see ‘okay this is what they said,
this is what they said this is what they said’. You know, like say ‘the elders
don't like this mine, the youth like it, the Chief and Council like it’, then we can
all come together and make the final decision.” (Youth Council Focus Group)
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Ideas for internal engagement and governance processes discussed by participants included more
than just community-only meetings. To help with information gathering and dissemination adult
and Elder focus groups discussed the potential role for a community mining liaison (see
discussion in being informed, and mitigation of resource barriers). The stated motivation for
hiring a liaison was to collect data and share information with the community that is not biased
by the company (see mitigation of power imbalances). This internal process would mean that the
proponent would no longer be the primary source of information on the potential scope and
impacts of the project. The question of bias was a constant undercurrent to the discussion on
internal engagement and governance processes. Perhaps born from a combined lack of trust and
desire for self-determination, there were many calls for LSCFN to collect its own data. Internal
surveys were suggested as both a means for LSCFN to collect their own statistics, as well as to
engage citizens who do not attend public meetings (see being informed and appropriate
representation). Environmental monitors that are “loyal” to LSCFN rather than proponents were
suggested to gather data and monitor changes in environmental health (see enforceability). Focus
group participants also expressed a desire for LSCFN’s own “consultation guidelines” to make
expectations clear to a proponent from the outset. Some other Yukon First Nations have created
and implemented their own proponent engagement guidelines (e.g. Kluane First Nation
Proponent Engagement Guide). Such a guide could extend to the expression of consent as well.
In terms of legislation, there was considerable interest in LSCFN’s developing Lands Act as
“something to stand on before we start talking to mining companies” (Adult Focus Group).
Finally, and most comprehensively, participants expressed the need for time to grow as a selfgovernment and address extant issues within the community before engaging with outside actors.
It was expressed that LSCFN needs time as a community to “implement our legislation. And we
need time as a self-government to develop.” (Adult Focus Group). Such forward-looking internal
engagement and governance processes were perceived as necessary to become strong as a
community and as a government before engaging with outside actors.
LSCFN desires for internal engagement and governance processes are consistent with the intent
for FPIC to be an exercise in self-determination (Sambo-Dorough, 2016; Fontana & Grugel,
2016; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Ward, 2011). Since FPIC entails engagement with outside
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actors (namely proponents), not all processes can be internal. LSCFN participants emphasized
the importance of internal community meetings in tandem with proponent engagement. This
articulates an expectation that internal deliberation must be well connected to the joint decisionmaking process (Papillon & Rodon, 2017). While the importance of internal engagement and
governance processes is evident, it is less clear is how the “self” in self-determination might have
a thorough and meaningful internal process without shouldering undue labour. Internal
engagement and governance processes require many hours of meeting, knowledge sharing,
conversation, and discernment. How can such a process exist without placing the burden of
labour on an already overburdened and under resourced community (see mitigation of resource
barriers)? The risk of overburdening communities has already proven true in the world of EA
(Expert Panel for the Review of Environmental Assessment Process, 2017).

4.4.4 Ongoing Engagement
Focus group participants recognized from experience that mining operations and the social,
economic, and environmental factors that drive them are not static. They also recognized that
accidents happen. Eventualities like an influx of outsiders, a change in markets, severe weather,
or human error, can significantly impact a community’s relationship to a mining operation.
Because permanence is fictional (Mackey, 2016), ongoing engagement between a proponent and
community was invoked as a way through which consent could stay supple and responsive over
time. For consent to be meaningful, focus group participants were clear that it cannot be a “onetime thing”. There should be periodic reviews of the decision to issue consent, and the potential
for renegotiation (see enforceability) throughout the project lifecycle.
Ongoing engagement was expressed as necessary for four reasons: first, to protect against a
bankrupt company walking away from a mine; second, to ensure that consent be re-negotiated
around the sale of a mine; third, to guarantee that consent be re-evaluated if a proponent makes
significant changes to their initial project plan (see enforceability); and fourth, in the event of
accidents.
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The idea of ongoing engagement is particularly interesting in a context like Carmacks which
continues to live with the legacy and impacts of abandoned mine sites close to the village.
Participants were resolute that this be prevented from happening again through explicit clean up
agreements to be invoked in case of bankruptcy (see enforceability).

If a company goes bankrupt they should not be able to walk away and abandon
a mine! (paraphrased from Elders Focus Group)
Participants were adamant that renegotiations should be triggered by sale because they felt that
the sale of a mine should not be used as a tactic to evade promises made during negotiations.
Alternatively, some participants felt that consent should carry forward when a mine is sold, but
only if the new owner abides by the same consent conditions agreed to by the previous owner.
Participants worried that a company might make attractive promises, so the community would
issue consent and then sell the mine, and potentially the statement of consent, to a party who has
no intention of implementing those promises.

“Kaminak a good example of that. The lady that owned that, she was really
good. They worked with Dawson on that, they did heritage research, they had
an excellent working relationship! And then they sold it to Gold Corp. And all
of a sudden all that goes down the toilet. So when you’re looking at bigger
projects like Casino maybe, or Kaminak, or Victoria Gold. Nine times out of
ten the people you’re talking to when you’re putting the proposal together and
getting everything ready to go… Are not the people who are going to be
developing the thing! Most often there’s a real disconnect there.”
Participants expressed scepticism that the designs and operational plans that proponents propose
during negotiation would be followed through on the ground.
“The people who are putting the proposal together, they need to get the
proposal together and get licensing so that they can sell it. They might tell you
anything just to get that proposal permitted. But once they sell it there is no
obligation on the other guy to do any of it!”
This scepticism motivated the expectation that consent must be renegotiated in the event of a
major operational or design change. Consistent with LSCFN’s expectation, in the context of
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Nunavut, Kunuk and Lipsett (2016) have found it important to understand FPIC as an “ongoing
process”, and not a “one-time event” in light of experiences with changing project plans. They
report that the importance of a dynamic and ongoing relationship was reinforced for members of
Pond Inlet and Igloolik when changes to the Mary River Mine were announced shortly after
approval of the initial project. In this case, changes to a shipping route meant that Pond Inlet,
rather than Igloolik, would now be most affected by shipping traffic. Had the community been
only able to provide one-time consent for the initial plan, they would have been consenting to a
significantly different project. In this case, even the most affected stakeholder changed as a result
of an operational change. This is the type of outcome LSCFN participants strategized to avoid by
expecting the renegotiation of consent for significant changes to a project plan.
Ongoing engagement in a consent process is ideal for meaningful consent, but there is also a risk
of “consultation fatigue” for community members (Kunuk & Lipsett, 2016). Significant
resources, both human and financial, would be required to make ongoing engagement feasible
for communities (see mitigation of resource barriers). Even with energetic staff and perhaps
financial compensation, on top of work and everyday stresses, there are only so many meetings a
small community can engage in. Again, the potential role for a mining liaison was brought up, as
this person could facilitate ongoing communication and information dissemination.
The topic of ongoing engagement has received some attention in FPIC scholarship and popular
discourse (Kunuk & Lipsett, 2016; Mackey, 2016; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Buxton & Wilson,
2013), especially in the context of treaties (Mackey, 2016; Newman, 2011). The concept of
ongoing engagement is closely linked to larger ideas about meaningful relationships. As noted in
the early engagement section, participants reacted to the language of “securing consent”. To
them this language did not represent a meaningful or dynamic relationship that they would
expect from a consent relationship. Such a relationship requires ongoing engagement and
opportunities to renegotiate consent facilitated partly by regular and consistent communication
between the community and the proponent throughout the life of the project. This idea of
ongoing engagement and renegotiating consent was ritualized quite visually by the
Haudenosaunee silver Covenant Chain. The covenant chain treaty between the Dutch and the
Haudenosaunee required the two parties to meet annually to polish any rust or tarnish that had
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developed on the chain, both literally and figuratively (Mackey, 2016). An annual meeting of
partners allowed for the kind of periodic renewal of relationship and opportunity for
renegotiation, that LSCFN participants expect almost four hundred years later.

4.4.5 Mitigation of Resource Barriers
One major factor that prevents LSCFN citizens from fully engaging in current proponent
engagement processes is a lack of resources, financial, educational, and human. Being able to
attend and participate in “mining meetings” takes time, energy, technical knowledge, and
understandings of contemporary governance that not all community members have in equal
measure. If a community member is not able to attend meetings or does not have the tools to
participate when they are in attendance, engagement is ineffective.
Engagement dollars were proposed in LSCFN focus groups as a method to “level the playing
field” (see mitigation of power imbalances) by allowing for more effective participation in
agreement negotiations as well as funding internal engagement processes (see internal
engagement and governance processes). As one past LSCFN Chief said, “We can’t afford to be
going to the table all the time”. Engagement dollars are monies given by the body wishing to
engage (whether it be industry or government) to a community to enable the community to more
fully participate in an engagement process. Engagement dollars could be used to pay for
transportation to the meeting, childcare during meetings, honoraria or door prizes for attendance,
provide a meal at the meeting, or generally fund the community to host their own meetings and
internal discernment processes (see internal engagement and governance processes). Generally,
engagement dollars respond to the understanding that participation in engagement processes
comes on top of community members’ busy everyday lives, which includes work and family
responsibilities. Engagement dollars help respond to logistical barriers that often keep people
from participating. It was suggested that engagement dollars should be given during the “baby
steps” of the process to allow for early engagement (see early engagement).
Participants identified educational resources as essential given that a lack of understanding of
modern governance agreements and associated rights limits citizens’ full participation in
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community governance processes, including consultations. Participants from youth to Elders
expressed limited understanding of the Yukon-wide Umbrella Final Agreement (UFA), their own
LSCFN Final Agreement, or their own LSCFN Self-Government Agreement. A lack of
understanding of agreements spills over into a lack of understanding of governance mechanisms
available to their community. For example, many LSCFN citizens are unfamiliar with the Yukon
Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Board (YESAB) and the Water Board. These
two boards, created through the UFA, each play a unique role in assessing and permitting
development in the Yukon territory. Bodies like YESAB and the Water Board, are structured to
require First Nations citizen participation as board members as well as First Nations community
consultation more broadly. If citizens do not understand these processes, or even that these
bodies exist, how could they take advantage of these opportunities to participate? Participants
expressed a desire to learn about their agreements for three key reasons: to ensure that these
agreements are not ignored during negotiations; to better understand their rights as First Nation
citizens; and, so they can identify when rights and agreements are being violated. A lack of
community understanding of existing governance agreements was a concern consistent across all
ages in focus groups. The fact that modern governance agreements are not yet well understood
by the LSCFN citizenry is a disadvantage when engaging with proponents. Educational
resources to fill this gap were requested including adult learning opportunities in the format of
workshops; and that, for the next generation to be well prepared, the history and application of
these agreements be taught in the local school.
Some LSCFN citizens who have worked in the LSCFN government, or served on Chief and
Council, have had the opportunity to learn about land claims (UFA and Final Agreements), selfgovernment, and associated processes like YESAB. Thus, understandings of these processes are
held by a small group of people, which highlights human resources as a limiting factor. As with
many First Nation, Inuit, and Métis governments, the LSCFN government departments, staffed
by citizens who likely have a better understanding of modern treaties, are overburdened with
work.
“So, if you look around our office here there's not that many employees! Like
it's not a busy office like the Government of Yukon where they have all kinds of
employees that can respond to every little thing. So we end up getting flooded
with projects! It’s just the reality with us being in our infancy stage of
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government I guess.” (Director of LSCFN Lands and Resources Department,
Nän nena Dän do k’"nete)
A small lands department staffed by 3-5 people is tasked with responding to thousands of project
proposals annually on top of their other responsibilities. What would the work load for the
LSCFN lands department look like if each of these projects were to seek the consent of LSCFN
through a meaningful process?

They could have 11,000 claims staked or something… You can’t have all these
people in your office looking for consent! There's no way you could do that!”
How can there be a balance between meaningful engagement and available human resources?
One possible solution to partially address this paradox would be hiring a community mining
liaison. This possibility was proposed many times throughout the four focus group discussions.
A community liaison, it was suggested, could take some of the pressure off of the lands
department staff by being the primary resource person for citizen questions and comments
regarding mining activity (see internal engagement and governance processes). The liaison
could also facilitate educational and information-sharing opportunities, like those requested
above regarding modern treaties.
The impact of limited human and financial resources on participation of Indigenous community
members is well discussed in the environmental assessment literature (e.g. Baker & McLelland,
2003; Booth & Skelton, 2011; Mulvihill & Baker, 2001; O’Faircheallaigh, 2007). What is not
sufficiently discussed by scholars, and what was highlighted by LSCFN participants, is the
importance of educational resources specifically regarding understandings of modern governance
agreements.
In addition, in extant literature resource barriers are often discussed as a “capacity” issue (Baker
& McLelland, 2003; Booth & Skelton, 2011; Mulvihill & Baker, 2001; O’Faircheallaigh, 2007;
Udofia, Noble, & Poelzer, 2015; 2016). Use of the term “capacity” has been avoided here
because it suggests a deficit, or inability on behalf of the community. Instead, “resource barriers”
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articulate that it is not the community or individual’s lack of ability, but rather lack of resources
to help them realize their ability that presents limitation and requires mitigation.

4.4.6 Enforceability
Enforceability is at the crux of meaningful consent. How can the negotiation of consent be
meaningful if the outcomes agreed to in the process are not enforced? For LSCFN, enforceability
has two elements: first, enforceability of the right to give or withhold consent during negotiations
(yes or no); and second, long term enforceability of the conditions on which consent was
provided, facilitated through ongoing engagement and potentially documented by signed
agreements. Enforceability in the long term is taken seriously in Carmacks because there is a
history of broken promises from proponents evidenced by abandoned mine sites close to the
community. The enforceability of the right to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ during a negotiation is at the heart
of consent. If this right to ‘yes’ or ‘no’ is not respected, how then does consent differ from
consultation? This discussion naturally brought in the language and controversial question of
‘veto’ (see 4.2.4).
There was a strong sense among LSCFN citizens participating in focus groups that LSCFN has
the right to consent, say ‘yes’ or ‘no’, to development anywhere in their traditional territory.
Participants were less certain of how well that perceived right is enforced at present. Interviewed
LSCFN government employees’ understandings of the right to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to development
are more closely tied to the content of the LSCFN Final (Land Claim) Agreement. This nuanced
understanding is derived from the different categories of settlement lands and the rights
associated with each. On Category A settlement lands, where surface and subsurface rights are
held by LSCFN, consent rights were clear to employee participants. However, on Category B
lands, where only surface rights are held by the First Nation, interviewed LSCFN government
employees had a less definite understanding of consent rights. These distinctions based on
category of lands were not made by most citizen participants (see mitigation of resource barriers
for discussion on community understandings of agreements and associated rights). This
demonstrates that expectations of the right to say yes or no are intimately wrapped up in
understandings of contemporary governance. There were both LSCFN citizen and government
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participants who felt that no matter what is said in consultation meetings, the project (i.e. mine)
will go ahead anyway. This sentiment expresses the understanding that there is a lack of
adequate enforcement of rights at present.
The second layer to enforceability is the idea of long-term enforceability, which is especially
relevant to long-time operating mines. Focus group participants spoke of the need to have
agreements through which LSCFN could clearly state the conditions on which they would issue,
and maintain, their consent.
“Then we are going to write down what you [the proponent] must do, like the
permissions form, and we could let you look at it, review it, nobody's can sign
anything until we talk with each other about it. And if you have a problem with
one of our conditions, then you can't open your mine. Because that's our land
and we don't want it destroyed. If you can't afford one of our conditions, then
it's too bad that you can’t afford it!” (Youth Council Focus Group)
Further, if the proponent signs an agreement, then they have promised to meet its conditions and
must suffer the consequences if they are broken. There was an emphasis on having a trusted
lawyer carefully word the agreement (called a “permission agreement” by some) to allow for
renegotiation in the future (see ongoing engagement). Enforceability of promises made is
especially important in the context of a bankrupt proponent, sale of a mine, or major changes to
the project plan (see ongoing engagement). Long-term enforceability of consent is closely tied to
ongoing engagement, since ongoing engagement provides a relationship and venue through
which parties can be held accountable for their actions.
Current issues with long-term enforceability were noted to include, too few mining enforcement
staff to monitor activity, and insufficient consequences for non-compliance.
“They [proponents breaking promises] get slapped on the wrist in the court of
law. So, they are wrecking the land and they are getting minimal
consequences!” (Adult Focus Group)
To ensure compliance with promises made in a consent negotiation, focus group participants
suggested a probation period. Many participants felt that after a probation period, if promises
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have already been broken, consent should be renegotiated. Additionally, if throughout the life of
a mine non-compliance with consent conditions is found, many focus group participants felt that
the operation should be shut down. Many also considered a shut down as an appropriate
consequence for changing development plans without the consent of the community (see the
Mary River Mine example in ongoing engagement). In either of these cases there was agreement
that the proponent must also fund, and hire local citizens to do, the remediation work. Depending
on the severity of the proponent’s non-compliance one focus group considered jail time to be a
necessary consequence.
Due to past experience, including the current controversy over the sale of the Coffee Creek mine
by Kaminak Gold Corporation to Goldcorp, the potential sale of a mine was of great concern for
participants when discussing expectations for the enforceability of future agreements. Many
participants felt that consent must be renegotiated with the sale of a mine and felt that LSCFN
must consent to the sale before a proponent is allowed to sell. If the purchasing company wishes
to retain the consent of LSCFN, many stated that they must uphold the promises made by the
original owner. There was even some discussion of the original company continuing to have
responsibilities regarding remediation in case the purchasing company later goes bankrupt.
LSCFN community emphasis on these safeguards is likely in response to past experience and the
number of abandoned mines currently in the Carmacks area left behind by bankrupt companies.
In terms of enforceability expectations for future mining, participants were adamant about the
need for environmental monitoring. An environmental monitoring program could oversee the
proponent’s long-term compliance and provide local employment opportunities. An important
caveat is that participants felt that environmental monitoring should be paid for by the proponent
(see mitigation of resource barriers) but should be facilitated either by LSCFN or by a trusted
third party to ensure that the monitoring is not biased by the proponent (see internal engagement
and governance processes and mitigation of power imbalances). Environmental monitors were
woven into discussions of enforceability because they could serve to keep eyes on the mining
activity and alert the community as to whether something worrying might merit a renegotiation
of consent, or other consequences for non-compliance.
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A recurring critique from scholars is the lack of legally binding policy regarding FPIC at present
(Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Stavenhagen, 2009; Ward, 2011). Many
authors point specifically to the weakness of UNDRIP, a major source of the right to FPIC, as a
non-legally binding document (Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Stavenhagen, 2009). Enforceability of
the declaration is weak in that non-compliance by signatories does not result in major
consequence (i.e. sanctions) (Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Wiessener, 2011). This criticism is
consistent with LSCFN expectation that there be sufficient consequences for non-compliance by
individual proponents to support the enforceability of consent commitments. Bill C262, which
seeks to harmonize all Canadian law with UNDRIP may change the landscape regarding this
“governance gap” (Ruggie, 2010) of FPIC enforceability in Canada. The implications of this bill
are not yet well understood.

4.4.7 Contextual Relevance of Processes
Though not always explicit, much of the focus group discussions were essentially conversations
about contextual relevance of processes. The question guiding the focus groups was “What
would a good consent process look like for LSCFN?” This is a question of contextual relevance
as it asks: in the Carmacks context, what does “good process” mean? What are the governance
structures and cultural beliefs that need to be incorporated and respected? What is meaningful to
this specific community? Any comments about appropriate representation (see appropriate
representation), accessible information (see being informed), and other procedural preferences
(see early engagement, internal engagement and governance processes, and mitigation of
resource barriers) are essentially comments about contextual relevance. The call for contextual
relevance of processes is a response to the recognition that each community is unique; each has a
different cultural base, surrounding environment, history of experiences, set of agreements, and
collection of individuals.
Contextual relevance was articulated by LSCFN citizens and staff as “understanding us”. Focus
group participants felt that proponents must come to understand the community from both a
cultural and governance perspective:
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It is important for companies to know where we are coming from and the way
we do things. This includes our land use, culture, and even Dooli [traditional
law]. If they understood this, they would understand why we are concerned
about different things like special areas or impacts to certain activities.
(paraphrased from Elders Focus Group)
An example of culturally relevant processes is attention to the time of year that engagement takes
place. During the summer and autumn many citizens in Carmacks are busy with fish camps or
hunting trips. Aside from the GA held in June, the summer is not a good time for community
members to attend meetings or make major decisions. The winter is a much more appropriate
time to engage. Contextual relevance is an important consideration not only for logistical
reasons, but also for creating an authentic and respectful relationship between community and
proponent. Paying attention to contextual relevance also means understanding less tangible
elements of context such as community values. Values were explained to include traditional
beliefs and teachings as well as the modern vision for the community. For LSCFN, where core
teachings are Caring, Sharing, Teaching, and Respect, contextual relevance might include
incorporating these core philosophies into the emerging relationship.
[When LSCFN took a case to the Supreme Court of Canada] we brought the
elders along and said "this is their story. We don't have anything for you to see
on paper so listen carefully to what they have to say! Because some of these
people they don't have good English, but they have a good thought behind
what they are saying.” (LSCFN Elders’ Councillor)
On the question of sharing values with proponents, there was not a consensus as to whether
Dooli (traditional law) was relevant for proponents. Some felt an understanding of Northern
Tutchone traditional law is integral to understanding the community values, and others felt that it
is irrelevant to discussions about development. This divergence of opinion is an important
reminder that communities are not homogenous.
From the governance perspective, participants felt it necessary for proponents to understand the
history and content of all relevant modern treaties. In the case of LSCFN, relevant modern
treaties include the UFA, LSCFN Final Agreement, and LSCFN Self-Government Agreement. A
proponent’s familiarity and understanding of these governance agreements was expressed as
essential to ensure that these agreements are respected.
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Considerations regarding cultural and governance contexts are often presented separately in the
literature. These considerations have been combined here as “contextual relevance” because
LSCFN participants explained both as “understanding us”. Though the theme of inaccessibility
and contextual inappropriateness of consultative processes is predominantly discussed in the
context of environmental assessment (Baker & McLelland, 2003; Booth & Skelton, 2011;
Nadasdy, 2003; O’Faircheallaigh, 2007), it is relevant to all discourse on cross-cultural
engagement (Dokis, 2015; Irlbacher-Fox, 2009), including FPIC (Mahanty & McDermott, 2013;
Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Ward, 2011). An understanding of the socio-cultural and political
context in which FPIC is sought is paramount, which is why participants expected that
proponents spend time getting to know the community. Indeed, a focus of FPIC on standardized
process rather than context can serve to legitimize power dynamics as such a focus ignores
factors influencing participation (see mitigation of resource barriers) (Fontana & Grugel, 2016;
Mahanty & McDermot, 2013).

4.4.8 Appropriate Representation
One of the most fundamental, and yet most complex, questions regarding consent processes is
that of appropriate representation. Representation refers to the issue of who can offer, or
withhold, consent on behalf the community. Focus group participants also expanded this
expectation to include appropriate internal representation, which refers to the inclusion and
accurate reflection of diverse individuals within the community, including those who are
typically marginalized. The question of representation has cultural and political underpinnings
that inform accepted protocols for representation. Who can offer or withhold consent on behalf
of the community, and which voices within the community are represented by the
representatives, could have significant impacts on the decision made.
For the LSCFN government, Chief and Council serve a leadership role and often represent
LSCFN at external meetings. Though LSCFN Chief and Council are in many ways a decisionmaking authority, they are part of a larger network of accountability. A majority of participants
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agreed that cultural protocol dictates that Chief and Council is to receive guidance, and
ultimately receives their authority, from the broader community (“the people”).
“when I say LSCFN I don't mean just chief and council. I mean the
community! Bring it up at the GA. the community has to consent!” (Youth
Council Focus Group)
This system generally requires time and space for internal LSCFN community engagement (see
internal engagement and governance processes) before Chief and Council can present an
opinion externally. Guidance is usually offered through the General Assembly (GA), at which all
LSCFN citizens over the age of 16 have voting rights for referenda (LSCFN Constitution, 2015)
and can express concerns to leadership publicly. LSCFN referenda need a consensus or majority
vote of 75% to pass (LSCFN Constitution, 2015). This system offers the potential to incorporate
the voices of many spoken through a central body. Many participants saw “the people” as the
highest authority, and Chief and Council as only the body to synthesize and operationalize their
wishes. Within the broader community, all participants agreed that Elders are highly respected
and should play a special role in a consent process. However, many participants felt that the
importance of adequate and appropriate Elders representation in consultations is often not
considered, or respected, by proponents. How to respect the role of Elders becomes less clear in
a community where many highly respected Elders have recently passed away, and young Elders
have yet to fully transition into their roles as Elders.
The aforementioned LSCFN system of citizen representation and accountability to leadership is
challenging when public meetings are the venue through which input is gathered. There are
LSCFN citizens who live in Carmacks, but for many reasons, do not attend public meetings like
the GA (see being informed). Where this occurs, and the meetings are used as a basis to gauge
community opinions of a proposed development, clearly the outcomes will only reflect those
who participated in the meetings and who might be predisposed to supporting the development.
How then can these voices be captured, and whose responsibility is it to ensure that they are?
Some participants, including one who identified as not attending public meetings like GA,
suggested that a mailed tool, like a survey, would be valuable for their involvement in significant
decision-making processes.
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Concerns regarding the assumption of community representation at public meetings were made
evident through focus groups with citizens. There is a concern that if community members do not
go to public meetings with proponents, consultation or even consent for a project is assumed
because the proponent “tried”. This assumption could be especially dangerous in a community
where people often do not attend a meeting if they are opposed to a project, or an industry (like
mining) in general (see being informed). Their lack of attendance does not represent a lack of
concern but might be interpreted as such. Paradoxically, in the context of the Sahtu Dene, there
is concern that attendance at meetings might also be interpreted as consent (Dokis, 2016). In both
situations, attendance or lack of attendance being assumed to indicate consent is problematic.
“If the mining company comes and says, ‘we want to talk to you’ and the
community says that they don't want to, and we don't engage in consultation...
because the mining company tried to have a meeting with you and ask your
permission and all that kind of stuff that is considered consent almost.” (Adult
Focus Group)
The definition of “the people”, those who make up the community and therefore must be
represented, was not unanimous for all research participants. Generally, focus group participants
had a very inclusive view of “the people” or “the community”. Many stressed that any consent
processes should also involve LSCFN citizens currently living away from Carmacks, perhaps by
mailed survey.
“Conference call or send a survey down to them [citizens living away from
Carmacks] about what they think of all of this [proposed development].
Because it affects them as well. They are LSCFN members. What happens here
will affect them down there even though they no longer live here. Especially if
they move back in a couple of years or something. Maybe they are not fully upto-date about what's going on up here.”
“Or their kids might want to move back!” (Youth Council Focus Group)
For some participants it was important for the whole community of Carmacks, including nonLSCFN citizens, to have their voices represented in a consent process. For many in this
community, families incorporate both First Nations and non-First Nations members. What might
this expectation of non-Indigenous community member inclusion mean for FPIC, a process
which is designed to elicit the consent specifically of Indigenous peoples? There was an almost
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unanimous sentiment that “everyone’s voice is important” (Adult Focus Group); though
definitions of “everyone” and “community” differed, they generally had an inclusive tone.
Processes eliciting consent necessarily ask the question of “Who counts?” or “Who should be
asked for consent?” (Mahanty & McDermott, 2013). In the context of FPIC of an Indigenous
group, the question of “Who counts?” is inextricably tied to questions of identity and Indigeneity
(Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Valdivia, 2005) as well as the politics of recognition (Coulthard,
2007). Defining Indigeneity, especially by external actors, is an inherently problematic endeavor
fraught with colonial injustice (Valdivia, 2005). As a self-governing First Nation, LSCFN
determines citizenship internally. If FPIC is meant to be an exercise in self-determination
(Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Sambo Dorough, 2016) then representation and participation
protocols for a consent process must also be self-determined. If this is the case, then maybe
expectations for broader representation, like inclusion of non-Indigenous community members,
must be met if the Indigenous nation desires such inclusion.
Scholars also point to the potential for discrepancy between leadership and citizenry (Fontana &
Grugel, 2016; Papillon & Rodon, 2015). Due to this potential disconnect, broad community
engagement for negotiation processes, including the elicitation of FPIC, are likely important for
the process to be considered legitimate (Papillon & Rodon, 2015). As demonstrated by the
insights of LSCFN citizen focus groups, it may not be appropriate, or effective, for broader
community engagement to be done directly by the proponent (see internal engagement and
governance processes, and mitigation of power imbalances). It is obvious that this is a very
sensitive topic as, in some situations, it could potentially call into question the legitimacy of
leadership.
4.4.9 Definitions agreed upon by all parties
A common critique of terms like “social license”, “consultation”, and “engagement” is that they
have vague definitions which make them easy to manipulate. The same risk exists for the term
“consent”. If parties, in this case an Indigenous Nation and proponent, do not agree on what the
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term consent entails, there will almost certainly be conflict and dissatisfaction. This frustration
has proven true for LSCFN in the context of consultation.
“That’s what they call consultation! They don't come and talk to you. And even
if you asked them to come and talk to you, they don't!”
In interviews, LSCFN government employees referred to situations where LSCFN’s
understandings of what consultation meant differed greatly from the understandings of Yukon
Government or another proponent. One such LSCFN conflict regarding the duty to consult went
all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada (Beckman v. LSCFN, 2010). These differences in
understanding resulting from ambiguous or absent definitions extend to consent. Employees
described experiences where letters of notification were considered consultation, and evidence of
correspondence was considered consent. Similar to focus group discussions, concerns were
raised by interviewees about attempted consultation being considered as consultation or even
consent (see appropriate representation).
In each focus group discussion on how LSCFN citizens understand the term consent,
“permission” was suggested as a suitable synonym given the limited use of the word “consent”.
To many focus group participants, consent was understood to mean giving permission to
someone to do something that will impact you. In the context of development, it was also
described in two groups as “acceptance of a project”. The term “consent” was similarly unused
by the Director of the LSCFN Lands and Resources Department (Nän nena Dän do k’anete).
Another participant who has worked for LSCFN long enough to see different buzz words come
and go say that it “It seems like the little buzzwords come out and everyone jumps on the
bandwagon… But it essentially all boils down to the same thing.” The perceived lack of strength
in the term “consent” was also identified when employees questioned how consent is any
different from consultation if there is no veto or enforcement of the right to say no (see
enforceability).
Despite no universally understood definition (Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Schilling-Vacaflor &
Flemmer, 2013; UN-REDD, 2013) consultation and consent are called for in all major human
rights documents on Indigenous rights (Fontana & Grugel, 2016). As previously suggested, a
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universal definition may not be entirely useful to the FPIC project (see contextual relevance of
processes). Despite hesitance regarding a universal definition, it is still integral for parties to
have a mutually agreed upon definition that is relevant to their specific context. Through the
experiences of LSCFN, we can see how something as seemingly pedestrian as a definition can
cause major conflict. Different understandings of what a term, either “consultation” or “consent”,
means will necessarily impact satisfaction with a process and outcomes. The inclusion of
consultation in this section is not a conflation, but rather an identification of the fact that, in the
absence of clear definitions, consent processes risk falling victim to the same dispute-ridden fate
as consultation (e.g. Garrison, 2017). This reference to consultation literature is also born from
the fact that the majority of extant literature addresses consultation processes rather than consent
processes. In her aptly named article, “They Can Take you out for Coffee and Call it
Consultation”, Meagan Youdelis (2016) notes how a consultation process can be co-opted to
legitimize a decision, even if the process was not meaningful to those being consulted.
Undeserved legitimization, facilitated by ambiguous terms like “consultation” and “consent” is
discussed widely in scholarship and grey literature regarding consent (Hannah & Vanclay, 2013;
Mahanty & McDermott, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2016; Ward, 2011), and public participation
more generally (Arnstein, 1969; Parfitt, 2004). The definition of FPIC remains to this day
somewhat ambiguous, which ignited contention during negotiations of UNDRIP (Ward, 2011).
This ambiguity is an undercurrent in the preceding and proceeding sections.

4.4.10 Mitigation of Power Imbalances
Concerns about power imbalances in consent negotiations have already surfaced in previous
sections. These previous appearances make sense because power relations permeate many
aspects of community engagement processes, whether they are seeking consultation or consent.
Power imbalances were manifest within discussions of other expectations as control of
information, intimidation, social influence within the community, and subtle demonstrations of
dominance by proponents.
In the context of being informed, enforceability, and ongoing engagement, power was discussed
in the form of biased information. Participants recognized that information can be withheld and
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manipulated to influence public opinions about a project. For this reason, participants were
unanimously in favour of various methods to receive information from trusted sources that are
unbiased by the proponent.
“What about a liaison? Between us and the project. But hiring through the
First Nation. So they are not biased. So they don't try and get the answers that
they [the proponent] are looking for. So they [the mining liaison] can get
answers that we want.” (Adult Focus Group)
Trusted sources included a community liaison chosen by LSCFN, environmental monitors hired
from within the community, and external specialists such as lawyers with whom LSCFN has a
relationship. Environmental monitors would also be trained and managed by such trusted
experts.
Sensitivity to power relations was also demonstrated in the internal engagement and governance
processes section. A major focus of this section was the need for “safe spaces” for the
community to learn and discern about a given project without pressure, influence, or intimidation
from outsiders like proponent representatives. Pressure and intimidation do not necessarily imply
sinister or intentionally influential actions by the proponent, but rather recognize that their very
presence changes the perceived “safety” of the space. This lack of perceived safety was
expressed as concern about “speaking freely” and feeling intimidated to ask questions. Some
impacts of mining are deeply personal or sensitive topics (e.g. substance abuse, racism, family
conflict, sexualized violence etc.) (Gibson & Klinck, 2009; Goldenberg, Shoveller, Koehoorn et
al., 2010) that an individual may not feel comfortable discussing with a stranger. Smaller
community meetings were cited as more comfortable and “safe” spaces to discuss what is truly
on peoples’ minds. As discussed in internal engagement and governance processes, the youth
suggested a tiered meeting system whereby smaller groups (e.g. Youth, or Elders) would meet to
discuss among their peers before moving to a community wide meeting, and then ultimately a
meeting with the proponent.
Power dynamics within the community were also considered. Referenda are a common method
of decision making for the LSCFN community, however it was suggested that referenda voting
should be conducted privately (e.g. in a voting booth) to ensure that powerful voices and
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dynamics within the community do not sway an individual’s choice. In a small community, the
significance of social influence and consequences should not be understated.
Many scholars note the unequal playing field on which FPIC negotiations take place (Buxton &
Wilson, 2013; Owen & Kemp, 2014; Papillon & Rodon, 2017). These power inequities are
inherent in processes where final decision-making power regarding development rests with the
Crown rather than communities (Dokis, 2015). Beyond overt decision-making power, there are
many subtle ways in which proponents demonstrate power in negotiations with Indigenous
communities: from language, to dress, to meeting location (Dokis, 205; Irlbacher-Fox, 2009). By
not addressing these subtle forms of power, or the factors influencing a community’s
participation (see mitigation of resource barriers), FPIC processes might actually serve to
legitimize rather than challenge extant power relations between community and proponent, or
Crown (Fontana & Grugel, 2016; Mahanty & McDermott, 2013). Similar arguments have been
made in the broader public participation literature where some authors posit that tools created to
promote citizen power can be used perversely and even tyrannically (Cooke & Kothari, 2001) to
oppress and silence the very peoples they were intended to liberate (Dokis, 2015; Irlbacher-Fox,
2009).
The complexity of power imbalances cannot be overcome by simply making a space for the
internal discussions LSCFN participants expected. Both considerations for marginalized groups
within the community and opportunities and resources for capacity development must be made
in tandem (Buxton and Wilson, 2013). Statements can be made that parties are in an equal
partnership, but as was reflected by frustrated LSCFN employees, how can power be equal when
a small, potentially understaffed and underfunded First Nation’s government, like LSCFN, is
scrambling to keep up with a well-resourced multinational corporation in a negotiations process?
A tangible suggestion for leveling the proverbial playing field is consistent funding which might
allow communities to more fully and equally engage in FPIC deliberations (BLC, 2015; Papillon
& Rodon, 2017) (see mitigation of resource barriers, and internal engagement and governance
processes).
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4.4.11 Mutually Agreed Upon Processes
Although mutually agreed upon processes were discussed in the literature (BLC, 2015; Buxton &
Wilson, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2017), the expectation was not expressed explicitly in field
work with LSCFN. However, this expectation may have been implied by other expectations. For
example, participants expected that definitions of the terms consultation and consent be agreed to
by all parties which might imply defining a specific consultation or consent process. Moreover,
there was a sentiment that proponents must agree to LSCFN engagement processes laid out
through an LSCFN specific engagement guide or legislation (see internal engagement and
governance processes). In the literature, the pursuit of mutually agreed upon process is a
motivation for early engagement as it allows parties to sort out and agree upon procedures from
the outset as more equal partners (BLC, 2015; Buxton & Wilson, 2013). LSCFN participants
also explicitly and unanimously expected this type of early engagement (see early engagement).

4.5 Discussion
The following discussion explores the implications of these results by asking what these findings
mean for a place like the Yukon which might deal with the implementation of consent, as well as
what LSCFN expectations for the expression of consent can contribute to the wider conversation
on FPIC and consent. In particular, two themes are explored: the nature of FPIC relationships,
contractual and covenantal (Newman, 2011); and the possibility to pursue regionally specific
approaches to FPIC.
FPIC can arguably be applied in two ways, which are likely more valuable when combined. As a
linear, or transactional, process FPIC might be used as a tool for obtaining certainty: certainty
that there is consent for a project provided by the affected community which ostensibly allows
assurance for the proponent and thus for investors. A linear approach is manifest in measurable
mechanisms such as signed agreements and enforceable commitments. The benefits of a linear
approach include enforceability, efficiency, and clarity of roles. In a more circular, or
transformative, conception, the achievement of FPIC is manifest in a meaningful and committed
relationship between parties, which requires early and ongoing engagement, relationship
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building, mutual respect, mitigating power imbalances, an understanding of context, and a
holistic understanding of what it means to be fully informed. In the words of Kim Hudson from
the Simon Fraser University Center for Dialogue, this more relational, or circular, approach
means creating a “container” in which two parties may not always agree but are committed to
continuing to work at decision making together (Personal Communication, July 18, 2017). When
consent is viewed as something to be secured or obtained at the outset of a project, the
opportunity for a dynamic and meaningful relationship is missed. Participant discontent with
elements of this more linear model was evidenced by resistance to language of “securing
consent”, frustration that proponents come with their minds already made up (see early
engagement), and insistence that outsiders take time to learn about community values. LSCFN
expectations of a meaningful consent process incorporated both circular and linear elements.
Due to past experience, including the legacy of abandoned mines in the area, LSCFN participants
generally took a long term, or lifecycle, perspective when considering mine development. This
perspective is evidenced in the preceding data by calls for ongoing engagement, including longterm environmental monitoring and the strong desire for remediation commitments as a
condition for consent. A lifecycle approach to FPIC would require enduring, long-term
relationships. Papillon and Rodon (2016, 2017) reflect this idea and suggest a relational approach
to FPIC whereby Indigenous peoples are recognized and engaged in FPIC processes as “co-equal
partners” rather than mere stakeholders. The key to FPIC, they suggest, lies in relationships, and
more specifically “a relationship between mutually consenting and self-determining partners.”
(Papillon & Rodon, 2017, pp. 5). This spirit of co-equal relationship is also reflected in what
legal scholar Dwight Newman (2011) calls a “covenantal” relationship, and what MP Romeo
Saganash (2016) calls “true partnership” where you sit down with, rather than impose upon, your
partner. In the context of treaties, Newman (2011) argues that a covenantal relationship leaves
space for evolution of relationships, long-term reconciliation, and recognition of the intrinsic
value of the other party. This characterization is consistent with LSCFN participants’
conceptualizations of a good consent relationship as ongoing, respectful, and understanding of
community values. Healthy relationship and reconciliation is in essence the intent of FPIC and
the documents that support it (UNDRIP, 2007; TRC, 2015).
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Treaties are essentially agreements about relationships, according to Newman (2011) they are
“agreements about foundational relationships between communities that have a fundamentally
moral character to them.” (pp. 485, emphasis mine). This characterization of treaty relationships
can extend to FPIC relationships as well. Quoting Justice Binnie in the 2007 Beckman v. Little
Salmon Carmacks First Nation Supreme Court case:

“the treaty will not accomplish its purpose if it is interpreted by territorial
officials in an ungenerous manner or as if it were an everyday commercial
contract. The treaty is as much about building relationships as it is about the
settlement of ancient grievances.” (Beckman v. LSCFN, 2007, supra note 8, at
para. 10, emphasis mine).
The problem of ungenerous treaty interpretation was recently brought to bear through the
Supreme Court ruling on the Peel Watershed case. The Peel ruling condemned the Yukon
Government’s behaviour in a treaty relationship as disrespectful and “not becoming of the
honour of the Crown” (Para 57) in the context of a land use planning process. This “ungenerous”
behaviour by the Crown caused enormous public outrage and a significant, and expensive, delay
in the Peel land use planning process. Just like treaties, FPIC is meant to be about building
relationships. Just like with treaty relationships, ungenerous interpretations of FPIC may be
similarly ill fated. Alternatively, when speaking of the potential for covenantal relationships to
achieve long-term reconciliation, Newman says:
“it is meaningfully different to start with a mindset related to contracts as
opposed to a mindset related to covenants by which communities will live and
flourish together.” (Newman, 2011, pp. 490)
At its worst, a contractual approach to FPIC greatly diminishes the potential for meaningfully
reconciled relationships. It is an approach that is focused on certainty and finality by obtaining
one-off consent and is inconsistent with the spirit and intent of FPIC (Papillon & Rodon, 2016).
A one-off approach to FPIC, dismissed by LSCFN participants, does not allow for the creation of
an ongoing relationship, nor does it mitigate power imbalances in the process, both of which
were expectations expressed by LSCFN participants.
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At their best, contracts can require ongoing engagement to ensure the enforceability of promises
made by a proponent through mechanisms like conflict resolution clauses. Enforceability was a
clear expectation of LSCFN participants who noted the need for trustworthy lawyers to carefully
word agreements to ensure that the proponent would be held accountable for their actions.
Participants did not discount the use of contracts or signed agreements but expressed concern
that they can be hugely problematic if not negotiated in good faith or as equally resourced
partners. Even in the establishment of contracts, a relational, or covenantal approach is required.
A contractual approach to relationships aims for certainty. The above discussion suggests a
fusion of the contractual and covenantal, or the linear and circular, by using a linear tool (i.e. a
contract) to ensure circular relationship (i.e. opportunities for re-negotiation, ongoing
engagement, and accountability) which implies a degree of uncertainty (Mackey, 2016). The
desire for certainty of property rights runs deep in European settler society and the Canadian
legal system (Mackey, 2014). Indeed, according to some (e.g. Aboriginal and Northern Affairs
Canada 2003; Blackburn, 2005), certainty is the motivator behind the negotiation of modern
treaties such as land claims. One participant explained that in the eyes of Yukon Government,
modern land claims were negotiated in a bid for certainty. One key informant noted that the 2007
LSCFN v. Beckman Supreme Court case challenged that assumption because the ruling affirmed
that even with the UFA and a signed Final agreement, proponents cannot assume blanket
certainty. Respectful relationship is still expected in the context of a settled land claim. Ongoing
engagement rather than one off consent does indeed require a degree of uncertainty. A question
for further study is how to sell a relational (Papillon & Rodon, 2017), or covenantal (Newman,
2011), approach to FPIC in a country whose legal system is built on a foundation of certainty.
Mackey (2014) posits that some comfort with uncertainty may be necessary for the pursuit of
decolonization.
An expectation that was stressed by LSCFN participants is the importance of LSCNF’s unique
cultural and governance context. Scholarship also consistently points to contextual relevance as
necessary for effective community engagement, negotiation, and legislation (Baker &
McLelland, 2003; Booth & Skelton, 2011; Buxton & Wilson, 2013; Dokis, 2015; Irlbacher-Fox,
2009, Mahanty & McDermott, 2013; Owen & Kemp, 2014; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Ward,
2011). However, in addition to expecting that proponents respond to local governance and
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cultural norms, LSCFN participants also expected that proponents be well versed in cultural
values and traditions, and that a consent process respect and fit within, and demonstrate
understanding of, this unique context. This expectation goes beyond expectations for cultural
relevance generally found in scholarship!
Due to the great cultural, political, geographic, and historical diversity across what is now known
as Canada, and indeed across the world, there can be no panacea for FPIC (BLC, 2015; Buxton
& Wilson, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2017). Might this expectation for contextually relevant FPIC
processes indicate that it is in fact impossible to create a universal, or even national, definition
and process for FPIC? Though extant FPIC literature stresses the uniqueness of the Canadian
context (e.g. Papillon & Rodon, 2017), there is still further, integral discussion to be had
regarding the uniqueness of the more micro regional, and even community, level context (Martin
& Bradshaw, 2018). The importance of an Indigenous community, or Nation, level FPIC
protocol has been underscored here through an emphasis on Nation level governance and cultural
context, both of which can differ for First Nations located only a few hours apart. Might FPIC be
formulated to allow a regional approach under some kind of larger and consistent framework?
Indeed, this proposed regional model could mirror that of the Yukon’s modern treaties, where
each First Nation’s individually negotiated Final Agreement is nested within the larger
framework of the Umbrella Final Agreement. A regional approach to FPIC could see regionally
specific procedures nested within a larger and more ambiguous understanding of FPIC, thereby
accounting for the unique circumstances of each region or Nation. This call for regionally
appropriate processes highlights the need for better understandings of individual community
expectations of the principle and process of FPIC. For a regional approach to FPIC to be
realized, the Yukon, and perhaps each Nation within, would need to foster explicit dialogue
regarding FPIC, even if exploratory in nature.
While participants expected that proponents be well versed in local governance, including
modern treaties, they expressed that they themselves do not feel well informed about these
agreements and their associated rights. Though community leadership and LSCFN government
employees may have a very thorough understanding of their land claim and self-government
agreements, the general citizenry may be less equipped. Since participants suggested that a
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consent decision should be voted on internally by a referendum, it is likely important that those
voting understand the contemporary governance context as well.
From both the literature and one community’s perspective evidenced through fieldwork, we can
see that it is important for communities to identify and implement their own relevant processes
(see internal engagement and governance processes) rather than having the Crown impose its
interpretation of how FPIC should look. At the same time, discussed in the context of EAs, there
is discomfort around shifting work from the Canadian or territorial government onto an already
overburdened group like the LSCFN lands department.
“Instead of advancing reconciliation, EA processes have increased the
potential for conflict, increased the capacity burden on under-resourced
Indigenous Groups and minimized Indigenous concerns and jurisdiction.”
(Expert Panel, 2017, 2.3.3)

“They [federal environmental assessments] often require indigenous
governance institutions – already overburdened with paperwork – to respond
within relatively short time frames to what has been described as a
“bombardment” of notices of proposed development; the onus is placed on
them to carry out studies and develop evidence identifying and supporting their
concerns.” (Anaya, 2014, Para 72)
How do we reconcile this tension between self-determination and labour distribution? Perhaps
the answer to this dilemma is in the constant and predictable funding from industry and the
Crown that both Papillon and Rodon (2017) and the Boreal Leadership Council (2015) call for.
With this funding Nations like LSCFN might be able to hire additional personnel, like a mining
liaison, dedicated to the FPIC community engagement file (see internal engagement and
governance processes). This funding might help pay for broad internal community engagement
(dinners etc.) as well as training for employees and citizens. With the provision of resources, the
labour burden might be lightened while allowing for an authentic and internal process.
Limited resources affect a community’s ability to participate in consultation or consent processes
in many ways. Though well understood in the context of community engagement for
environmental assessment (Expert Panel, 2017, 2.3), the idea of resource barriers as a limitation
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to effective engagement is not well discussed in the FPIC literature. Where the literature is also
limited is in discussing community members’ knowledge or understandings of contemporary
governance. A lack of understanding of contemporary governance and rights presents a human
resource barrier as few citizens feel equipped to discuss and defend these modern treaties with
outsiders, as might happen through a consent negotiation process. Educational opportunities,
from workshops to curriculum, require human and financial resources themselves to run which,
as discussed above, are often limited in a small First Nation’s government.

4.6 To What Degree Does IRMA Meet LSCFN Consent Expectations?
This penultimate section evaluates the degree to which one contemporary novel governance
mechanism, the Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance (IRMA) certification system, meets
LSCFN emerging expectations of a consent process as they have been captured within the
Evaluative Framework. The Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance (IRMA) was born in
the early 2000s in part due to major accidents at Canadian-owned mines located in South
America (A. Young, personal communication, October 20, 2015). The aim of IRMA is to
incentivize good actors, in this case innovative mining companies, to join the best practices
market that will be developed by the certification (A. Young, personal communication, October
20, 2015). This emergent standard is in its second draft and is currently in a self-assessment and
independent verification phase designed to test and develop IRMA’s systems before a full launch
(IRMA, 2018a).
IRMA is an extra-regulatory third-party certification instrument. Rather than certifying a
company, IRMA will certify individual mines. Mines are certified on the basis of ‘pass’ or ‘fail’
for requirements contained in 28 chapters. Mines can either be labeled as “fully certified”,
“candidate” with the option to “ladder up” to full certification depending on the number of
requirements they are able to meet. These different levels of certification have been used to avoid
making IRMA a boutique standard attainable only by a select few. IRMA considers its core
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mission to be the improvement of social and environmental performance and creation of value
for leaders in the industry (IRMA, 2018b ).
2

IRMA has three sets of requirements relevant to an evaluation of the treatment of community
consent, which are captured in distinct chapters: 2.8 Community and Stakeholder Engagement,
2.9 Obtaining Community Support and Delivering Benefits, and 2.10 Free Prior and Informed
Consent (IRMA, 2016). This evaluation focuses on chapter 2.10 regarding Free Prior and
Informed Consent (FPIC). IRMA anticipates the release of an additional guidance document on
FPIC in 20183. Chapter 2.10 on FPIC asserts that “States and corporations should respect the
rights of Indigenous peoples”, and IRMA presents FPIC as a way for corporations to
demonstrate such respect (IRMA, 2016, Ch. 2.10, pp 1). IRMA recognizes that the duty to
consult still rests with the state and does not intend to diminish this responsibility; IRMA’s FPIC
standard is expected to be used in the absence of national laws, or where Indigenous peoples
seek to exercise their authority without, or at least beyond, state authority in an exercise of selfdetermination.
This evaluation of IRMA used the Evaluative Framework as outlined in section 4.4 to interrogate
IRMA’s treatment of FPIC. This evaluation proceeds by presenting expectations for FPIC
processes that, based on the Evaluative Framework, IRMA sufficiently addresses, partially
addresses, and does not address. These determinations for each expectation were based on
whether IRMA 1) identified the expectation, e.g. appropriate representation, as important to
address; and 2) whether IRMA offered mechanisms to do so. This approach was taken rather
than evaluating whether IRMA offered requirements directly in line with the specific protocols
expected by LSCFN participants since these specific protocols will vary from community to
community. For example, appropriate representation may be a widespread expectation across
communities, but protocols and challenges around identifying appropriate or legitimate
representative will surely vary depending on cultural and governance contexts. This evaluation is
based on a document analysis of IRMA chapter 2.10 version 2.0 as well as well as any chapters

2

This IRMA “Launch Phase 2018/2019” booklet is an interim step representing IRMA’s most
recent approach to certification.
3
This guidance document was not available at the time of writing.
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cross-referenced at the end of chapter 2.10. Documents were coded using the Evaluative
Framework as a formal coding frame, or codebook (Benaquisto, 2008).

Table 3-Evaluation of IRMA’s Treatment of FPIC Based on the Evaluative Framework
EVALUATION OF IRMA’S
TREATMENT OF FPIC
EXPECTATIONS
SUFFICIENTLY ADDRESSES

EVALUATIVE
FRAMEWORK
EXPECTATIONS
Ongoing
Engagement

EXPLANATION OF EVALUATION

-

Enforceability

-

Mutually Agreed Upon
Processes

-

PARTIALLY ADDRESSES

Early Engagement

-

-

Being Informed

-

Mitigation of Resource
Barriers

-

Contextual Relevance
of Processes
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-

Requires engagement to continue
through all stages of the mining
project.
Requires FPIC for significant changes
to mining related activities.
Enforces the right to give or withhold
consent.
Provides mechanisms for
operationalizing long term
enforceability of agreements.
Requirement to abide by local FPIC
protocol if one exists.
Requires engagement to reach mutual
understanding of FPIC process.
Identifies the need to engage with
communities before undertaking any
mining-related activities.
Does not require proponent to
incorporate feedback in the design
phase.
No requirement for information
dispersal well in advance of meetings.
Sufficiently addresses accessible
information and transparency of
process.
Does not address the need for ample
time to process information.
Sufficiently addresses human and
financial resource barriers.
Only partially addresses community
understandings of existing agreements
and associated rights as a resource
barrier.
Sufficiently addresses relevance to
governance context.

Appropriate
Representation

-

Does not address the expectation for a
more holistic understanding of cultural
context.

-

Sufficiently addresses complexities
around internal community
representation.
Does not address how “legitimate”
representatives are to be identified.

Definitions agreed
upon by all parties
DOES NOT ADDRESS

-

Provides a clear definition of FPIC.
Does not require that this definition
be mutually agreeable.

Internal Engagement
and Governance
Processes
Mitigation of Power
Imbalances

4.6.1 IRMA Sufficiently Addresses
The IRMA standard around an Indigenous community’s expression of consent is fairly
comprehensive. The expectations from the evaluative framework that IRMA sufficiently
addresses are as follows: the need for ongoing engagement throughout the life of a project
(ongoing engagement); enforceability of the right to say yes or no at the outset as well as
enforceability of agreements in the long term (enforceability); and the use of processes agreed to
by all parties (mutually agreed upon processes). The treatment of enforceability is especially
worthy of commendation as it was thoroughly addressed by IRMA in chapter 2.10.

Participants described the expectation of ongoing engagement as paramount to the achievement
of meaningful FPIC. Ongoing engagement is addressed in two key places in chapter 2.10.
Generally, section 2.10.7.2 requires engagement with Indigenous peoples to continue throughout
“all stages of the mining project”. This requirement might respond to LSCFN participants’
desires for continuous flow of information and improved relationship between proponent and
community, and opportunities to renegotiate consent. In the event of any significant changes to
the original operational plan, operating companies are required to re-obtain the FPIC from the
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relevant Indigenous peoples (2.10.2.3). This requirement responds directly to concerns about
proponents making attractive promises made up front and changing plans after an agreement is
signed without opportunities to renegotiate consent.

The enforceability requirements of the FPIC standard for IRMA certification are quite
substantive. FPIC must be obtained for both new and existing mines as well as for any major
changes to a mine’s operations (2.10.2.3). This consent is signified by the signing of a binding
agreement outlining the terms and conditions on which consent was offered (2.10.5.3). The
enforceability of the requirement for FPIC in IRMA is most explicit in section 2.10.6.1 which
states “If a company does not obtain consent from indigenous peoples, mining-related activities
shall not proceed”. In this way, FPIC is a linchpin requirement for mining companies attempting
to obtain IRMA certification. IRMA certified companies are also required to document, and
make public, the progress of commitments made in an FPIC process (2.10.7.1) which would aid
in ensuring that the commitments are enforced in the long term.

The expectation of mutually agreed upon processes was sufficiently addressed by section
2.10.4.2 which requires proponents to abide by a local FPIC protocol if there is one in place or
under development. If no protocol exists, IRMA requires the, the operating company to engage
with the Indigenous peoples’ representative institutions in an effort to reach a mutual
understanding regarding the FPIC process to be followed (2.10.4.2). Furthermore, in an
throrough effort at transparency, this process must be documented and made publicly available.

4.6.2 IRMA Partially Addresses
There were several expectations for FPIC processes that were present in IRMA’s chapter 2.10
but were evaluated as only partially addressed: early engagement; being informed; the mitigation
of resource barriers; contextual relevance of processes; appropriate representation; and
definitions agreed upon by all parties. The treatment of these expectations was judged as
partially satisfactory for the following reasons.
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According to focus groups, early engagement means engaging early in the project design stage
as well as dispersing information well in advance of substantive meetings. The IRMA standard
identifies the need to engage with communities before undertaking any mining-related activities
(2.10.2.2, 2.10 Notes), but does not explicitly require engagement when the project is being
designed. There is potential for the expectations of this type of early engagement to be met by
the requirement to disclose “preliminary project concepts and/or proposed activities” (2.10.3.1c).
However, this requirement does not indicate whether or not the proponent must incorporate
community feedback on those preliminary project concepts. This omission of an explicit
requirement to respond to the community in the design phase, and no mention of the need to
disperse information in advance of meetings, means that IRMA only partially responds to the
LSCFN expectation for early engagement.

The expectation of being informed is comprised of three elements: accessible information about
the scope and potential impact of a proposed project; ample time to process this information; and
transparency regarding the FPIC process itself. Accessibility of information was sufficiently
addressed by section 2.10.2.1c. Nowhere in IRMA’s FPIC chapter is the company explicitly
required to allow ample time for community members to process information regarding the
proposed project, or associated FPIC process. In terms of transparency, IRMA requires many
elements of the process to be documented and made publicly available. These elements include a
policy regarding the company’s respect for UNDRIP and Indigenous rights (2.10.1.1; 2.10.1.2),
information on how the FPIC process works (2.10.4.3), process progress (2.10.5.1), the outcome
of the process (2.10.5.2), and the signed agreement outlining terms and conditions of consent
given (2.10.5.3). The progress document and signed agreement can be kept private if the
Indigenous peoples’ representatives explicitly request. Although accessible information and
transparency of process were sufficiently addressed, the omission of a requirement for ample
time to process information meant that the expectation of being informed was judged as only
partially addressed.

The mitigation of human and financial resource barriers is addressed by 2.10.3.2 which requires
the company to provide funding for the community to address any capacity barriers which may
be preventing their full or informed participation. Community understandings of existing
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governance agreements and associated rights are understood, for the purpose of this exercise, as
a third type of resource barrier that must be mitigated. This expectation may be partly addressed
by requirement 2.8.3 of the cross referenced “Community and Stakeholder Engagement” chapter
which states that it is “important to ensure that indigenous peoples have the capacity to fully
understand their rights and collaborate effectively in FPIC processes, including in the collection
of relevant information”. Whether this slightly paternalistic consideration makes room for
Indigenous peoples who may have the capacity to understand their rights, but have not had the
opportunity to learn is unclear. LSCFN participants requested opportunities to learn about their
modern treaties and associated rights. These opportunities might conceivably be funded by
requirement 2.10.3.2c which requires the company to provide funding to the community to
address any capacity issues internally. Since the expectation that community members
understand existing agreements and associated rights was not fully addressed, IRMA did not
meet the expectation for the mitigation of resource barriers.

Contextual relevance is discussed in chapter 2.10, but not to the extent that would meet LSCFN
participants’ expectations as manifest in the Evaluative Framework. Relevance to governance
context is addressed through 2.10.3.2, which requires proponents to identify Indigenous rights
and interests and how these may be affected by the proposed project; and 2.10.4.2, which
requires the proponent to abide by the local FPIC protocol if one exists. In terms of relevance to
cultural context, an emphasis on the cultural appropriateness of information is made from the
outset of IRMA’s chapter on FPIC. Cultural relevance of processes themselves is addressed in
criterion 2.10.3.1 on FPIC scoping. This criterion requires operating companies to identify an
appropriate means of engagement for each community, assumedly appropriate to both the
governance and cultural context. Requirement 2.10.3.1 is nuanced in terms of acknowledging the
potential for conflicts within some cultural practices and makes considerations for when
customary decision-making models may not allow for participation of marginalized or other
vulnerable groups within the community. Though progressive in identifying cultural norms
regarding appropriate engagement, when compared to LSCFN participants’ detailed expectations
that proponents be well versed in local values, beliefs and cultural practices beyond those
obviously connected to engagement and governance, IRMA’s treatment of cultural relevance
falls short.
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Appropriate representation of the community internally is sufficiently addressed by IRMA in
section 2.10.3.1b that considers the meaningful inclusion of vulnerable and marginalized groups
within the community. Appropriate representation of the community externally, however, is only
partially addressed. Appropriate representation of the community is labeled as “legitimate
representative(s) of the indigenous peoples” in chapter 2.10. Importantly, this recognizes the
possible presence of illegitimate representatives, but nowhere does IRMA qualify how the
legitimacy of the “legitimate representative(s)” is judged, and by whom. Though IRMA
recognizes the role of representatives as contact points, the failure to explain how these
representatives might be identified fails to explicitly address expectations regarding appropriate
community representation to external bodies, and the power imbalances therein. More guidance
on what makes a representative legitimate may be offered in the upcoming guidance document,
but at this point it is only partially addressed.
IRMA offers a concise definition of FPIC within the notes section of chapter 2.10 (IRMA, 2016)
as well as in their Glossary of Terms. These definitions are consistent with the UN’s (2005)
definition. Although these standard definitions are provided, IRMA does not require that he
parties to a specific FPIC negotiation agree to these definitions. The fact that one party is doing
the defining (i.e. IRMA by presenting a written definition from the outset) may mean that IRMA
does not live up to the expectation for definitions to be agreed upon by all parties. IRMA does
not mention the possibility for differing understandings of the term consent. Arguably the very
presence of IRMA’s FPIC chapter and the requirement to have a mutually agreed to FPIC
process, may indeed satisfy the expectation of an agreed upon definition of consent.

4.6.3 IRMA Does Not Address
IRMA requirements for an FPIC process do not address two expectations identified in the
Evaluative Framework. These omitted expectations are the importance of internal engagement
and governance processes within the community, and the mitigation of power imbalances, both
overt and subtle, between a proponent and Indigenous nation. The opportunity, including time,
space, and funding, to have internal engagement and governance processes were a clear
expectation of LSCFN participants. Participants believed that internal engagement processes
would provide safe space free from coercion, manipulation, or intimidation, to learn and discern
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about a proposed project as a community. IRMA does not require internal engagement and
governance processes, which might serve to mitigate power imbalances. In fact, there is no
explicit mention of attempts to mitigate power imbalances in FPIC negotiation processes
anywhere in IRMA’s chapter on FPIC. One element of the standard that may mitigate power
imbalances is IRMA’s development of an independent third-party assurance system to provide a
credible mechanism for verifying that the IRMA Standard for Responsible Mining has been met
at a mine site (IRMA Certification, 2018). This system may allow for the unbiased ongoing
compliance monitoring that LSCFN participants expected. This is speculation at this point as this
third-party system is still being developed. Efforts to make information accessible,
understandable, and culturally relevant could also be interpreted as an attempt to address power
imbalances, but IRMA never explicitly addresses power in chapter 2.10. Internal engagement
and governance processes and the mitigation of power imbalances are two evaluative framework
expectations that are intimately linked. Neither of these expectations are sufficiently addressed
by the IRMA standard chapter 2.10 at this point.
In sum, this evaluation has shown that IRMA chapter 2.10 is well attuned to a number of
scholarly and community expectations for the issuance of consent as manifest in the Evaluative
Framework. Given the dearth of FPIC initiatives by Yukon government, demonstrated by Martin
and Bradshaw (2018) through interviews with representatives of key institutions and an analysis
of legislation, there may indeed be a role for IRMA to bridge the gap between community
expectations and current legislation regarding consent and FPIC. Though impressive, there
remain several areas where IRMA might improve to meet the expectations that were not met, or
where partially or not met.

4.7 Conclusions
This manuscript has provided a case study of the evolving expectations of one First Nation for a
meaningful process for the expression of consent to mine development within their traditional
territory, and an evaluation of the degree to which these expectations might be met by a novel
governance mechanism. The findings of this case study allowed for a refinement of scholarship
through the creation of an Evaluative Framework grounded in both scholarship and field work.
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This Evaluative Framework was applied to assess the FPIC requirements of the Initiative for
Responsible Mining Assurance (IRMA) certification system, a novel governance mechanism. By
way of future application, this framework might serve as a valuable tool to evaluate policies and
protocols which endeavour to meaningfully implement Free Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC).
Aside from scholarly contributions, the content of this manuscript resulted in deliverables for the
research partner (LSCFN) in support of their ongoing governance efforts (e.g. Appendix C).
These eleven expectations of the LSCFN are described here as evolving because they have not
been systematically assessed and approved by LSCFN as an official position. These are not a
comprehensive list that a proponent could take tomorrow, check off, and determine that they
have LSCFN’s consent. Indeed, interpreting this framework of expectations as a checklist would
be to miss the point of this exercise entirely. These expectations, though presented as a list due to
the constraints of a written document, represent an opening up of the idea of consent, and a
laying bare of all of its complex and intimately connected parts. These expectations might
represent the first phase in an LSCFN process to determine what the Nation does indeed expect
of consent, or FPIC. However, these evolving ideas do make significant contributions to
evolving understandings of what FPIC might look like in practice by incorporating lived
experiences, best practice mechanisms, and context specific considerations.
Of the many expectations for meaningful FPIC processes outlined above, three elements are
especially noteworthy given their limited treatment in existing scholarship: 1) the complexity
regarding fully informing a community about the scope and potential impact of a proposed mine;
2) the importance of ongoing engagement between a proponent and Indigenous Nation
throughout the life of a mine; and 3) the significant impact that limited educational resources
regarding modern governance can have on FPIC negotiations and implementation. Other LSCFN
expectations validated extant literature, but suggested new considerations regarding previously
studied ideas. Some of these novel considerations include the importance of safe meeting spaces
(nested within internal engagement and governance processes and mitigation of power
imbalances), concerns regarding biased information (nested within internal engagement and
governance processes and the Mitigation of Power Imbalances); the extent to which community
understandings of modern treaties and associated rights impact negotiations (nested within
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mitigation of resource barriers); and the inclusion of LSCFN citizens living away from the
community, LSCFN citizens who do not attend public meetings, and even non-Indigenous
citizens (nested within Appropriate representation). Though these considerations are linked to
broader themes which are often discussed in the literature, to date FPIC literature has not
addressed the considerations specifically. Thus, these emergent considerations gave new and
important insights on existing scholarly themes.
The evaluation of the IRMA certification system revealed that, although there is room for
improvement, the novel governance mechanism more directly addresses the identified LSCFN
expectations than does Yukon legislation at present (as analyzed in Martin & Bradshaw, 2018).
IRMA requirements speak directly to FPIC in a nuanced way, while Yukon legislation rarely
explicitly invokes the consent of First Nations, and of course does not mention FPIC. IRMA
most thoroughly addressed LSCFN expectations for ongoing engagement, enforceability, and
mutually agreed upon processes; did not address internal engagement and governance
processes, and the mitigation of power imbalances; and partially addressed the remaining six
expectations.
The data presented in this manuscript are limited in that they only represent one community and
thus cannot be generalized to represent all Indigenous communities internationally, nationally, or
even within the Yukon territory. This intensive sample is also advantageous since communities
are unique and individual case studies offer valuable in depth understanding that can illuminate
tangible steps for the meaningful application of FPIC. The specifics identified through this case
study may indeed have broader application, but this application would likely be in the form of an
informed starting point to create a context specific, rather than a ready-made, FPIC protocol.
These data are also affected because I, the researcher, was an outsider to the community. Like
the use of a case study, this position may be both a limitation and an advantage. Researcher
positionality as an unknown outsider can make participants uncomfortable and limit what they
wish to share (see internal engagement and governance processes). Conversely, conversation
with an outsider can also provide a space away from everyday community life where participants
feel they can engage in conversation which they would not normally with another community
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member. The influence of my outsider positionality was somewhat mitigated by hiring
community members as focus group assistant organizers.
The findings of this research are significant because the emergent expectations, presented in the
Evaluative Framework, could influence the way FPIC processes are implemented through betterinformed policy. Expectations regarding improved information dissemination, mitigation of
resource barriers, and ongoing engagement, all of which were key findings of this research, have
implications for development project timelines and budgets. However, the fulfillment of these
expectations may also increase satisfaction with an FPIC process and might reduce conflict
between parties in the long run.
The international discourse regarding FPIC is evolving rapidly. Many aspects of this dynamic
conversation require further discussion and study. Through fieldwork with the LSCFN
community, it was evident that expectations for the meaningful issuance of consent include both
linear and circular elements. Moving forward, it will be valuable to recognize these linear and
circular patterns and the appropriate roles for each in processes which endeavour to facilitate the
meaningful expression of FPIC. Budding from the discussion section, is the suggestion to pursue
relational and regional approaches to FPIC as a means of meeting evolving expectations for
meaningful FPIC implementation. These proposed approaches would benefit from further study.
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusions
This final chapter serves to summarize the major findings of this composite research, discuss the
limitations of this project, explore potential applications of this work, and suggest future
opportunities for further research.

5.1 Summary of Findings
There is hope that an acknowledgement, and ultimately implementation, of FPIC will bring
greater certainty to industry; improve relationships between state, industry, and Indigenous
nations (Boreal Leadership Council, 2012; 2015; Gibson & Bradshaw, 2017); signal a larger
paradigm shift towards respect for Indigenous peoples, serve to protect Indigenous rights; and
galvanize self-determination in a meaningful way (Land, 2016; Obed, 2016). In this light, the
adoption of the UNDRIP has been celebrated by many scholars as a victory for Indigenous
peoples and the right to self-determination (e.g. Anaya, 2009b; Hannah & Vanclay, 2013).
However, in its current form, this instrument and associated processes face fundamental
challenges that may limit the realization of its emancipatory potential (Fontana & Grugel, 2016).
Common scholarly criticisms of FPIC, and community engagement processes generally, include
the lack of binding policy requiring consent (Hannah & Vanclay, 2013; Ward, 2011); questions
of community representation and authority to consent (Dokis, 2015; Fontana & Grugel, 2016;
Papillon & Rodon, 2015); concern regarding the ambiguity of key concepts (Hannah & Vanclay,
2013; Mahanty & McDermott, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2016; Parfitt, 2004; Ward, 2011);
inaccessible and culturally inappropriate consultative processes (Baker & McLelland, 2003;
Dokis, 2015; Ward, 2011); and the potential for consultation, even in the pursuit of consent, to
reinforce, or reproduce, asymmetrical power relations (Cooke & Kothari, 2001; Fontana &
Grugel, 2016; Perreault, 2015).
To explore these criticisms using a case study context, this research engaged directly with
representatives of key Yukon governance institutions, documents, and legislation, as well as
citizens and employees of the Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation (LSCFN) to examine the
right of Indigenous governments issue their Free Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) to proposed
developments in the Yukon. At a territorial level, research presented in Chapter Three revealed
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limited engagement with FPIC, among key Yukon institutions. This research suggested factors
contributing to this non-engagement include the presence of modern treaties; the fact that
UNDRIP, and the associated right to FPIC, is a federal, rather than territorial, commitment; and
the need for time for conversation and even conflict to determine FPIC’s workability in the
Yukon context. For consent to be routinely operational in the Yukon, as was suggested by the
President and CEO of Casino Mining Corporation, one would expect this understanding to be
articulated and confirmed by key governance institutions. Evidence presented in Chapter Three
suggests that this is not the case and cautions that silence cannot be viewed as sanction.
Chapter Four provided a case study of the expectations of one First Nation, LSCFN, for a
meaningful process for the expression of consent to mine development within that Nation’s
traditional territory. In all, LSCFN participants, confirming much of what has been expressed in
scholarship, articulated eleven expectations. Three of these expectations that participants
articulated are not sufficiently addressed in the literature. Thus these additional expectations
make an especially significant contributions to existing knowledge: depth and nuance regarding
what it might mean for LSCFN citizens to be fully informed in order to give, or withhold, their
consent; the importance of ongoing engagement between community and proponent throughout
the life of a project for which consent is sought; and the significant impact that resource barriers,
including community members’ understandings of their own governance agreements, can have
on the meaningful issuance of consent.
The findings of this case study allowed for a refinement of scholarship through the creation of an
original Evaluative Framework grounded in both scholarship and fieldwork. This Evaluative
Framework was applied to assess the Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance (IRMA)
certification system, a novel governance mechanism. The evaluation of IRMA demonstrated that,
although there is room for improvement, the novel governance mechanism more directly
addresses the identified LSCFN expectations of FPIC than the Yukon legislation does at present
(as analyzed in Chapter Three). IRMA requirements speak directly to FPIC and recognize its
complexity, while Yukon legislation rarely explicitly invokes the consent of First Nations, and,
of course, does not mention the right to FPIC. These findings suggest that, given some
improvements, certification may have a role to play in the meaningful implementation of FPIC.
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5.2

Limitations of the Research

These findings are limited in that they only represent one territorial governance system, and one
First Nation’s expectations, and thus cannot be generalized to represent all regions, or
Indigenous Nations internationally, or even nationally. Conversely, this intensive sample is also
advantageous since communities are unique, and individual case studies offer valuable in-depth
understanding of one context. This in-depth understanding serves to illuminate tangible steps for
the meaningful application of FPIC.
Recognizing the impact of researcher positionality, these data are affected because I, the
researcher, am an outsider to both the LSCFN and Yukon governance communities. Like the use
of a case study, this position may be both a limitation and an advantage. Researcher positionality
as an unknown outsider can make participants uncomfortable and limit what they wish to share.
Conversely, conversation with an outsider can also provide a space away from everyday
community dynamics where participants feel they can engage in conversation which they would
not normally with another community member. It is difficult to say in which ways my
positionality impacted the data collected, but it is certain that it did. My position as an outsider
was mitigated somewhat by my prolonged presence in the community. Some community
members said that they were unsure about speaking with me when they first met me but felt
differently after they had seen me around for a while and saw the trust that other community
members had in me. Finally, FPIC and Indigenous community relations to mineral development
are incredibly complex. The scope and comprehensiveness of this project on such a complex
topic was limited by the short two-year timeline of a master’s project.
5.3

Contributions of the Research

Primarily this research project has offered an in-depth case study of one First Nation’s
expectations regarding the meaningful expression of consent to development within that Nation’s
traditional territory. These findings facilitated the refinement of existing scholarship on consent,
which is demonstrated by the Evaluative Framework. This Evaluative Framework provided
structure for an assessment of a contemporary governance mechanism (IRMA) and an analysis
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of the utility of that mechanism for operationalizing Indigenous consent to resource
development. By way of future application, the Evaluative Framework might serve as a valuable
tool to assess policies and protocols that endeavour to meaningfully implement FPIC. The
content of this thesis also resulted in deliverables for the research partner (LSCFN) in support of
their ongoing governance efforts (e.g. Appendix C). The LSCFN government has been provided
with a set of data describing evolving expectations for the meaningful issuance of consent from a
significant portion of their citizenry and employees. These expectations could be used to inform
the creation of proponent engagement protocols, future legislation regarding lands and resources,
or even internal procedural guidelines for passing legislation.
Though conducted in a Yukon context, this research has illuminated findings which are valuable
to all jurisdictions grappling with the meaningful implementation of FPIC. This case study
suggests the potential for relational and regional approaches to respond to expectations for the
meaningful implementation of FPIC. A regional approach, whereby FPIC is defined and
implemented region by region rather than at a large scale would allow for the contextually
appropriate implementation of FPIC in all regions. This approach may respond to expectations
for contextual relevance of processes, being fully informed, internal engagement and governance
processes, the mitigation of resource barriers, and appropriate representation. A relational
approach, which recognizes the creation and maintenance of relationships as key to realizing
meaningful FPIC, may respond to expectations for early engagement, ongoing engagement,
enforceability, mutually agreed upon definitions, the mitigation of power imbalances, and
mutually agreed upon processes.
Through fieldwork with the LSCFN community, it was evident that expectations for the
meaningful issuance of consent include both linear and circular elements. Linear and circular
approaches to engagement and negotiation each have strengths, but when applied
inappropriately, or not recognized as legitimate, can cause conflict. Moving forward with FPIC
interpretation and implementation in all regions, it will be valuable to recognize these linear and
circular patterns and the appropriate application for each in processes which endeavour to
facilitate the meaningful expression of FPIC. The ability to recognize and apply both approaches
will help to ensure FPIC implementation that is both meaningful and practical.
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This research does not only contribute to scholarship on consultation and consent. Discussions
about the importance of relationships and contextually appropriate processes have application for
scholarship on supraregulatory agreement negotiations, treaties, land use planning and
intercultural engagement more generally.
5.4

Future Research Opportunities

Given the exploratory nature of the research presented here, more research, including
engagement with other Yukon First Nations, would be valuable to make better sense of the
evolving place of consent in the Yukon’s governance and discourse. This area of study could
also benefit from further inquiry including how understandings of FPIC are evolving in other
regions with modern land claims and self-government. Both scholarship and fieldwork findings
suggest that relational and regional approaches to FPIC can serve to meet evolving expectations
for meaningful FPIC implementation. These proposed approaches are amorphous and require
further discussion and study to tease out how they might be applied in practice. Additionally, as
the right to FPIC is meant as an expression of self-determination (Anaya, 2009b; Hannah &
Vanclay, 2013; Papillon & Rodon, 2017; Sambo-Dorough, 2016; Ward, 2011), evolving debates
require dialogue with specific Indigenous communities and governments regarding their unique
expectations and understandings of the right to FPIC. Progress to this end is understandably slow
given the significance of the task, occupation with other pressing priorities, and evident resource
barriers. The results of this thesis offer a window into one territory and one First Nation’s
experiences, understandings, and expectations of FPIC. These results might serve as a valuable
starting point for conversations about contextually situated expectations for the meaningful
implementation of FPIC at both kitchen and boardroom tables.
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Appendices
Appendix A:
Yukon Scientist and Explorers Research License
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Appendix B:
Research MOU Between LSCFN & University of Guelph
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Appendix C:
Illustrated Book Project
The following illustrated book describes the origin and function of the Yukon Environmental and
Socioeconomic Assessment Board. This book was one of the research deliverables for the
LSCFN government and community. This book fits with a book series created by the LSCFN
Heritage department which tells both traditional and governance stories. This book was inspired
by the finding that many LSCFN citizens are not familiar with YESAB and do not know how to
engage with its processes. The text of the book was written by Emily Martin in collaboration
with several LSCFN citizens and government employees, selected text was translated into
Northern Tutchone by LSCFN Elder Agnes Charlie, the book was illustrated by LSCFN citizen
Shelby Blackjack, and layout was done by LSCFN citizen Louise Skookum from Skookum
Designs. Copies of this book were distributed to citizens at the LSCFN 2018 General Assembly.
At the suggestion of Chief and Council, copies were also shared with the local school with the
hopes of being incorporated into the curriculum.
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Translated by Agnes Charlie
Illustrations by Shelby Blackjack
Layout by Skookum Designs to the Max
Compiled by Emily Martin
©Copyright Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation
First edition: Spring 2018
Funding provided by Polar Knowledge Canada and ReSDA

2

tan
dän
nän

This check (or
“assessment”) is done by
a group called the “Yukon
Environmental and Socioeconomic Assessment
Board”, but most people
just say “YESAB”.

4

Hude Hudän

nän

K’uch’an

keji cho tsing tlado

Today there are 6
YESAB oﬃces. They
are in Dawson City,
Haines Junction,
Mayo, Teslin,
Watson Lake, and
Whitehorse.

6

Each oﬃce takes care of
a diﬀerent area of land.
This is called an
“assessment district”.
For example, the oﬃce in
Mayo covers any projects
planned in all Northern
Tutchone territory.

7

One of YESAB’s important jobs is
Maybe you are uye

understanding people’s concerns
mining projects.

huna tse di (worried)

e
x

about chemicals
contaminating a special
tage (creek) and the
łok (fish) there? Maybe
you think some mining
activity is aﬀecting
animals on your
trapline?

If you share Traditional
knowledge it will be
considered and can be kept
confidential if you ask.

8

If you want to know what projects
you can comment on you can look
in the newspaper. Every Friday
YESAB posts information about
current projects in the Yukon News
newspaper on the weather page.

9

nyone, including you, can s
a project (like a mine or
directly to YESAB.

about

)
express your concerns

through Dän yatthi detth’l (Chief and Council) or Nän nena
Dän do k’anete (your First Nation’s Lands Department).
10

You can write them down as
a letter, or just a note, or you
can show support by collecting
signatures from others on a
petition. You can also give your
comments online on the YESAB
registry website, or go in and
speak to someone at the Lands
Department or a YESAB oﬃce.

11

If you don’t have
a computer you
can use one at
your local Yukon
College campus,
or go to your
community’s
Whitehorse oﬃce.

12

When you tell YESAB, or your First Nation’s Lands
Department your concerns it is important to be
specific! The more detail you give about
your concern, the more YESAB can do to
make sure your concern is considered.

There is strength in numbers! Collecting
signatures of support or getting
deyent Lan (friends) and deyent La
(family) to also submit concerns
will make sure that YESAB hears
you!
13

Depending on the size of the project, there are
3 diﬀerent things that might happen:

1) Small projects go
to a “Designated
Oﬃce Evaluation”

2) Bigger projects go to
“Executive Committee
Screening”

3) The biggest projects will
go to a “Panel Review”
14

Each of these processes
has a public comment
period where you can
give your opinion by
submitting comments.

15

YESAB is an important
process for making
sure mining in the
Yukon is done in the
best way possible.
To do its job, YESAB
depends on comments
from people like you!
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•

Where to give your comments/concerns about development:
>
YESAB oﬃce (See page 6 for locations)
>
YESAB Online Registry
>
Your First Nation’s Lands Department
>
Chief and Council

•

How to give comments/concerns:
>
Speak with someone at oﬃces
>
Write a letter
>
Make a petition
>
Comment on the online registry

•

Tips for giving comments/concerns:
>
Be as specific as possible!
> Strength in numbers! Collect signatures of support or get friends and
family to submit comments too.

Where to find more information:
Here is YESAB’s website:
http://www.yesab.ca/
Here is where you can submit comments online:
www.yesabregistry.ca
Here is an explanation of how to submit comments:
http://www.yesab.ca/participate-in-assessments/how-can-i-submit-my-comments-on-a-project/
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Here we explain useful terms:
adequacy review – The time when YESAB decides if they have enough information on a project to start an assessment.
assessment – A process used to determine if a project (like a mine) is a good idea or not.
assessment district – The area of land an oﬃce is responsible for assessing projects in.
decision body – The group who has the power to give approval for the project to go ahead.
designated oﬃce – The oﬃce that does the assessment of small projects.
executive committee – The group that does the assessment for medium sized projects.
seeking views and Information – The time when you can comments and concerns for a project.
Online registry: an electronic collection of information about development projects that are being checked by YESAB
right now. You can submit concerns or comments here.
Chapter 12 – the chapter of the UFA that called for the creation of a group to keep an
eye on all development in the Yukon. This is where YESAB came from.
YESAA – Yukon Environmental and Socioeconomic Assessment Act. The law that governs YESAB.
YESAB – Yukon Environmental and Socioeconomic Assessment Board.
A group of 7 people. Some of the board members are nominated by CYFN.
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Dän – people
Hude Hudän – First Nations people
Detli – sitting down
Deyent La – our friends
Dun t’so – small
Eyent łan – my family
łok – Fish
Gat/s on te – Look after
Kenjik – Place
Kuchan – White people/man
Niena – Animal
Nön – land
Salan te – Listen to me
So tso – good way
Tage – creek
Tag cho – Yukon river
Tan – Road
Tse cho – big
Uye huna tse di – concern/worry
Yohonji – talking

Board (people sitting talking) – dän detli yohonji
College (big people learning place) – dän huna dän kenjik
Mine (under land people working) – nan te dän detsun deji
Oﬃce (place where people talk) – dän tsi yohonji kenjik
The good way to look after the land – so tso nön gat/s on te
They didn’t tell us anything and they come into our country – keji cho tlado
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Who can I tell if I am worried about a development
project like a mine or a road?
What is YESAB?
Where did it come from?
What can it do for me?
Read this book to find out!

Appendix D:
Detailed IRMA Evaluation Table
1.

Early Engagement

2.10.2.2. Until it has obtained the free, prior and
informed consent of potentially affected indigenous
peoples, the operating company shall not undertake
any mining-related activities that may affect
indigenous peoples’ rights or interests, including
those that may: impact on lands, territories and
resources;[8] require the physical relocation of
people; cause disruption to traditional livelihoods;
impact on critical cultural heritage; or involve the
use of cultural heritage for commercial purposes

IRMA Partially
Addresses

2.10.3.1 c. Disclose to indigenous peoples, in a
culturally appropriate manner, the preliminary
project concepts and/or proposed activities, and the
indigenous peoples’ right to FPIC.
2.10.7.2. Engagement with indigenous peoples shall
continue throughout all stages of the mining project.
Notes: potentially affected indigenous peoples be
notified that their consent will be sought sufficiently
in advance of commencement of any miningrelated activities

2.

Being Informed

2.10.3.3. The operating company shall collaborate
with the indigenous peoples representatives to
design and implement plans to address the
information gaps and needs identified through the
scoping process.

IRMA Partially
Addresses

>Accessible
Information

2.10.3.1 c. Disclose to indigenous peoples, in a
culturally appropriate manner, the preliminary
project concepts and/or proposed activities, and the
indigenous peoples’ right to FPIC.

IRMA Sufficiently
Addresses

Closing Notes: full disclosure of information
regarding all aspects of the proposed project in a
manner that is accessible and understandable to
the indigenous people;
>Ample Time
>Transparent
Process

2.10.1.1. The operating company shall have a
publicly available policy that includes a statement of
the company’s respect for indigenous peoples’
rights, as set out in the United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.[6]
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IRMA Does Not Address
IRMA Sufficiently
Addresses

2.10.1.2. The operating company shall ensure that
indigenous peoples potentially affected by the
company’s mining-related activities are aware of
the policy.
2.10.4.3. The operating company shall make a
reasonable effort to document and make
information on the mutually-agreed FPIC
process publicly available.
2.10.5.1. The operating company shall document, in
a manner agreed to by the indigenous peoples, the
FPIC process that was followed. This documentation
shall be made publicly available unless the
indigenous peoples’ representatives have explicitly
requested otherwise.
2.10.5.2. The operating company shall make the
outcome (i.e., was consent granted or not) of the
FPIC process publicly available.
2.10.5.3. If the process results in consent being
given by indigenous peoples to certain miningrelated activities, an agreement outlining the terms
and conditions shall be signed or otherwise validated
by the operating company and legitimate
representative(s) of the indigenous peoples. The
agreement shall be binding unless the parties agree
otherwise. The agreement shall be made publicly
available unless the indigenous peoples’
representatives explicitly request otherwise
3.

Internal Processes

4.

Ongoing
Engagement

2.10.2.3. The operating company shall obtain FPIC
from indigenous peoples for proposed significant
changes to mining-related activities that may result
in significant new or increased impacts on
indigenous peoples rights or interests.

IRMA Does Not
Address
IRMA Sufficiently
Addresses

2.10.7.1. The operating company shall maintain a
system to document the status of the
commitments made during the FPIC consent
process and make this available to the indigenous
peoples’ representatives.
2.10.7.2. Engagement with indigenous peoples shall
continue throughout all stages of the mining project.
5.

Resource Barriers
Mitigated

2.10.3.2 c. Identify if there are capacity issues that
may prevent full and informed participation of
indigenous peoples. If issues are identified, the
operating company shall provide funding or
facilitate other means to enable indigenous peoples
to address capacity issues in their preferred manner.
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IRMA Partially
Addresses

6.

>Human resources

(see 2.10.3.2 c above)

>Financial resources

(see 2.10.3.2 c above)

>Community
Understanding of
Rights/Existing
Agreements

(see 2.10.3.2 c above)
2.8.3 [Community and Stakeholder Engagement
Chapter] important to ensure that indigenous peoples
have the capacity to fully understand their rights
and collaborate effectively in FPIC process,
including in the collection of relevant information.

Enforceability
>Right to Say
Yes/No

IRMA Sufficiently
Addresses
IRMA Sufficiently
Addresses
IRMA Partially
Addresses

2.10.2.4. If indigenous peoples’ representatives
clearly communicate, at any point during
engagement with the operating company, that they
do not wish to proceed with FPIC-related
discussions, the company shall recognize that it does
not have consent, and shall cease to pursue any
proposed activities. The company may approach
indigenous peoples to renew discussions only if
agreed to by indigenous peoples’ representative

IRMA Sufficiently
Addresses
IRMA Sufficiently
Addresses

2.10.6.1. If a company does not obtain consent from
indigenous peoples, mining-related activities shall
not proceed.
Closing Notes: indigenous peoples can approve,
partially or conditionally approve, or reject a project
or activity, and companies abide by the decision.
Because
>Long Term

2.10.2.3. The operating company shall obtain FPIC
from indigenous peoples for proposed significant
changes to mining-related activities that may result
in significant new or increased impacts on
indigenous peoples rights or interests.
2.10.5.3. If the process results in consent being
given by indigenous peoples to certain miningrelated activities, an agreement outlining the terms
and conditions shall be signed or otherwise validated
by the operating company and legitimate
representative(s) of the indigenous peoples. The
agreement shall be binding unless the parties agree
otherwise. The agreement shall be made publicly
available unless the indigenous peoples’
representatives ‘ explicitly request otherwise
2.10.7.1. The operating company shall maintain a
system to document the status of the
commitments made during the FPIC consent
process and make this available to the indigenous
peoples’ representatives.
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IRMA Sufficiently
Addresses

7.

Contextual
Relevance

>Governance

2.10.3.1 b. Identify the appropriate means of
engagement for each community or population of
indigenous peoples. Where indigenous peoples’
customary approaches do not enable the meaningful
participation of women, vulnerable or marginalized
groups within indigenous communities, the
operating company shall make a reasonable effort to
find other ways of facilitating this involvement; and
(see 2.10.3.1 above)

IRMA Partially
Addresses

IRMA Sufficiently
Addresses

2.10.3.2. The company shall demonstrate that it has
take reasonable steps to collaborate with indigenous
peoples’ representatives and other relevant members
of affected communities of indigenous peoples to:
a. Identify indigenous peoples’ rights and interests
that may be affected by the proposed activities;
b. Identify additional studies or assessments
needed to determine the range and degree of
potential impacts on indigenous peoples’ rights or
interests;

>Cultural

2.10.4.2. If the potentially affected indigenous
peoples have an FPIC protocol in place or under
development, the operating company shall abide by
it. Otherwise,
(see 2.10.3.1 above)

IRMA Partially
Addresses

2.10.3.1 c. Disclose to indigenous peoples, in a
culturally appropriate manner, the preliminary
project concepts and/or proposed activities, and the
indigenous peoples’ right to FPIC.
8.

Appropriate
Representation
>Internally

>Externally

2.10.3.1 b. Identify the appropriate means of
engagement for each community or population of
indigenous peoples. Where indigenous peoples’
customary approaches do not enable the meaningful
participation of women, vulnerable or
marginalized groups within indigenous
communities, the operating company shall make a
reasonable effort to find other ways of facilitating
this involvement
2.10.3.1 a. Identify indigenous peoples that own,
occupy or otherwise use land, territories or resources
that may be affected by the operating company’s
mining-related activities;
“Legitimate representative”
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IRMA Partially
Addresses
IRMA Partially
Addresses

IRMA Partially
Addresses

9.

Mutually Agreed
Upon Definitions

Ch. 2.10 Notes: Definition of FPIC consistent with
UN definition.

IRMA Partially
Addresses

10. Power Imbalances
Mitigated

IRMA is in the process of developing an independent
third-party assurance system to provide a credible
mechanism for verifying that the Standard for
Responsible Mining has been met a mine site
(responsiblemining.net/certification). This may
allow unbiased ongoing compliance monitoring
LSCFN expects.

IRMA Does Not
Address

11. Mutually Agreed
Upon Processes

2.10.4.2. If the potentially affected indigenous
peoples have an FPIC protocol in place or under
development, the operating company shall abide by
it. Otherwise, the operating company shall engage
with indigenous peoples’ representative institutions
in an effort to reach a mutual understanding
regarding the FPIC process to be followed.

IRMA Sufficiently
Addresses

2.10.4.3. The operating company shall make a
reasonable effort to document and make information
on the mutually-agreed FPIC process publicly
available.
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Appendix E:
List of Materials Created for LSCFN
*The following materials were produced in response to an initial invitation from LSCFN
Executive Director to consider future research partnership in July 2016.
Material type

Material Title

One-page briefing
document for preliminary
meeting with LSCFN
Executive Director
Briefing Document

“Research Opportunity-for LSCFN
Executive Director”

Research Proposal Seeking
Approval
Memorandum of
Understanding

“Research Opportunity-for Chief and
Council Review”
“Project Proposal for Chief and Council”

Date Shared
with LSCFN
March 2017

April 2017
May 2017

“Memorandum of Understanding Between July 2017
Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation and
the University of Guelph for the Execution
of the Resources and Sustainable
Development in the Arctic (ReSDA)
Project with Emily Martin and the
University of Guelph”

Project Information
Postcards

“LSCFN Visions of Consent in Mining
Projects-Participant Information Letter”

July 2017October 2018

Project Information Letter

“LSCFN Visions of Consent in Mining
Projects”

July 2017October 2018

Chief and Council Update

“November Chief and Council Update and
Check-In”

November 2017

Research Publishing
Approval Agreement

“LSCFN Research Publishing Approval
Agreement”

May 2018

Illustrated Booklet
(Deliverable)

“What is YESAB and Where did it Come
From

May 2018

Research Project Final
Report and Focus Group
Summaries (Deliverable)

“The Good Way: LSCFN Citizen
Expectations of Engagement for
Consultation and Consent Processes”

May 2018

*Note paperwork including the MOU and Research Publishing Agreement are also deliverables
because LSCFN may use the blank forms for future research partnerships.
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